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Abstract

The Prader-Willi (PWS) and Angelman (AS) syndromes are clinically distinct developmental disorders which are caused by genetic defects in the imprinted domain at chromosome 15q11-q13, resulting in the loss of paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) gene function. In this study, the genetic changes of 15q11-q13 and their possible inheritance in Finnish PWS (n=76) and AS (n=47) patients are described. The diagnosis could be confirmed by laboratory methods in all PWS and in 43 (91%) AS patients.

A deletion of 15q11-q13 accounted for 76% of the PWS and 67% of the AS patients in whom a specific genetic defect had been established. The origin of deletion was always paternal in PWS and maternal in AS. In PWS, deletions of four different sizes were detected, while in AS only type I or II deletions were found. The smallest overlap of deletions/critical region detected was from locus D15S13 to locus D15S10 in PWS and from locus D15S128 to locus D15S12 in AS. A rare recurrence of del(15)(q11q13) due to maternal germ line mosaicism is described.

Maternal uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 accounted for 21% of PWS patients and paternal UPD for 2% of AS patients. In PWS, most UPD cases were due to errors in maternal meiosis (87%), most commonly leading to maternal heterodisomy (MI error). In AS, a rare error in the second segregation of paternal meiosis was found. UPD was associated with advanced maternal age, the mean being 34.6 years.

Imprinting defects were found in 3% of PWS (two non-IC-deletions) and 11% of AS (IC deletion in one sib pair and three non-IC-deletions) patients. In the case with IC deletion, the mutation was seen in several generations. The non-deletion cases were thought to be due to a de novo prezygotic or postzygotic error. In the non-deletion PWS cases, the maternally imprinted paternal chromosome region was shown to have been inherited from the paternal grandmother, while in AS the paternally imprinted maternal chromosome region had been inherited from either the maternal grandfather or the maternal grandmother. The region of IC involved in AS was defined to be 1.15 kb.

Five (11%) AS patients with normal DNA methylation test results had a \( UBE3A \) mutation. One of the two novel missense mutations (902A→C) had been inherited from the mosaic mother, while the mutation 975T→C was a new one. De novo deletions 1930delAG and 3093delAAGA have also been described previously, suggesting that these sites may be mutation hotspots in \( UBE3A \).

Identification of different genetic aetiologies with different recurrence risks is essential for genetic counselling, and close co-operation between clinicians and the laboratory is required both for diagnosis and for the detection of possible inheritance.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Angelman syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCR</td>
<td>Angelman syndrome chromosome region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-IC</td>
<td>Angelman syndrome imprinting centre region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP10C</td>
<td>human aminophopholipid-transporting ATPase gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bp</td>
<td>base pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrdU</td>
<td>bromodeoxyuridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cM</td>
<td>centiMorgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSGE</td>
<td>Conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del</td>
<td>deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISH</td>
<td>fluorescence in situ hybridization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>long arm of the chromosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBG</td>
<td>G bands with bromodeoxyuridine using Giemsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hect</td>
<td>homologous to the E6-AP carboxyl termines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERC2</td>
<td>HERC2-encoding gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>imprinting centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>imprinting defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kb</td>
<td>kilobase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP</td>
<td>long term potentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEL2</td>
<td>a necin-like gene (NDNL1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>meiosis first segregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MII</td>
<td>meiosis second segregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDN</td>
<td>necdin-encoding gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWCR</td>
<td>Prader-Willi chromosome region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS</td>
<td>Prader-Willi syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS-IC</td>
<td>Prader-Willi imprinting centre region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFLP</td>
<td>restriction fragment length polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>messenger ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT-PCR</td>
<td>reverse transcriptase-PCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNURF</td>
<td>SNRPN upstream open reading frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNRPN</td>
<td>small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide N gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCP</td>
<td>single strand conformation polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO</td>
<td>smallest region of deletion overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STR</td>
<td>short tandem repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD</td>
<td>uniparental disomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBE3A</td>
<td>E6AP ubiquitin protein ligase 3A gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTR</td>
<td>untranslated region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZNF127</td>
<td>a zinc-finger gene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) (MIM 176270) and Angelman syndrome (AS) (MIM 105830) are clinically distinct developmental disorders, both with an incidence of 1/10 000 – 1/15 000 livebirths (Cassidy et al 2000). Despite this, they are genetically related: both disorders are caused by a loss of function of gene(s) in the chromosome region 15q11-q13, which are subject to genomic imprinting and expressed from the paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) allele(s) only. The imprinting of the 15q11-q13 domain is regulated by an imprinting centre (IC), which has a bipartite structure (Buiting et al. 1995, Dittrich et al. 1996a). The PWS-IC includes a promoter of the SNURF-SNRPN gene (Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Ohta et al. 1999) and controls the imprint switch in the paternal germ line, while the more proximal AS-IC controls the imprint switch in the maternal germ line (Dittrich et al. 1996a).

The imprinted 15q11-q13 domain includes several paternally and two known maternally expressed genes. In contrast to Prader-Willi syndrome, which is likely to be a contiguous gene syndrome, Angelman syndrome is basically thought to arise from the deficiency of a single gene, UBE3A (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997). In both disorders, the loss of gene function of 15q11-q13 may be the consequence of either an interstitial deletion (75%), uniparental disomy (UPD) (PWS 24%, AS 2%) or a deficiency in the imprinting process (= an imprinting defect, ID) (1% in PWS, 3% in AS), whereas in AS, mutations of the UBE3A gene may also cause the syndrome (10%). In about 10% of Angelman patients, the genetic defect has remained unknown.

Recurrence of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes in the affected families is rare. Neither the common interstitial deletion nor uniparental disomy, which cover almost all PWS and about 77% of AS defects, are associated with an increased recurrence risk if the parental chromosomes have been structurally normal. Almost all of the families with recurrence of PWS studied to date have had a deletion in the imprinting centre (Ohta et al. 1999). In AS, in addition to the inherited IC deletions, part of the UBE3A mutations has been hereditary (Fang et al. 1999). In these cases, the recurrence risk may be as high as 50%

Due to the discrepancies in the recurrence risks of different defects causing PWS and AS, identification of the specific change is essential. The initial laboratory studies were done by high-resolution chromosome analysis, by which the interstitial deletion of 15q11-q13 was detected in most but not all cases. For the detection of deletions,
quantitative analysis with 15q11-q13 specific DNA probes (Tantravahi et al. 1989, Nicholls et al. 1989a, Robinson et al. 1991) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (Kuwano et al. 1992, Mutirangura et al. 1993a, Delach et al. 1994, White and Knoll 1995) have been shown to be much more accurate, and they are now routinely used in many laboratories. For the detection of uniparental disomies, the chromosome 15 specific restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (Nicholls et al. 1989b) was used first, but this method was later replaced by more informative microsatellite marker analyses (Mutirangura et al. 1993b, Robinson et al. 1993a). These FISH and DNA methods greatly improved the diagnosis of PWS and AS, but were still laborious and failed to recognize patients with an imprinting defect. During the years 1992 – 1996, three different tests based on the methylation status of imprinted genes (= DNA methylation analysis) were developed (Driscoll et al. 1992, Dittrich et al. 1992, Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Glenn et al. 1996). DNA methylation analyses were particular useful in confirming the diagnosis of PWS or AS, because they detected all patients with a deletion, uniparental disomy or imprinting defect (i.e. almost all PWS and 80% of AS cases), although they were unable to distinguish between these changes. The specific defect can be identified by fluorescence in situ hybridization or quantitative DNA analysis with 15q11-q13 specific probes (deletions) and/or chromosome 15 specific microsatellite analysis (uniparental disomies and imprinting defects). Angelman patients with UBE3A mutations cannot be identified by the methods described above. To identify this group of patients, sequencing of the abnormal product detected by a mutation screening method (e.g. SSCP) (Kishino et al. 1997) or direct sequencing of amplified genomic DNA (Matsuura et al. 1997) has been used.

In the present study, the primary aim was to find out the genetic changes of the chromosome region 15q11-q13 and to study the origin and nature of the different defects in Finnish Prader-Willi and Angelman patients as well as to study the inheritance of these syndromes. A further purpose was to improve the diagnostic approach to these syndromes.
2 Review of the literature

2.1 Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

2.1.1 History

The Prader-Willi (PWS) and Angelman (AS) syndromes are two clinically distinct developmental disorders, each with a characteristic cognitive, behavioural and neurological phenotype. The prevalence of both syndromes is approximately 1/10 000 – 1/15 000 individuals (Burd et al. 1990, Clayton-Smith & Pembrey 1992, Petersen et al. 1995, Steffenburg et al. 1996, Buckley et al. 1998, Vercesi et al. 1999), and they occur in both sexes and in all ethnic groups.

The Prader-Willi syndrome was first described in 1956 by three Zürich paediatricians, by whom the disorder was also named (Prader, Labhardt & Willi, 1956). The first case report of a PWS patient, however, had probably already been published 70 years earlier by J L Down (Down 1887). He described a mentally subnormal woman with short stature, small feet and hands, extreme obesity and primary amenorrhea and called this condition “polysarcia” (Down 1887). Angelman syndrome (AS) was first described in 1965 by an English paediatrician Harry Angelman (Angelman 1965), who reported three children with a similar pattern of mental retardation, seizures, ataxia, easily provoked laughter, absent speech and dysmorphic facial features, and he called them ‘puppet children’. In subsequent reports, this name was elaborated as the ‘happy puppet syndrome’ (Bower & Jeavons 1967), but because the term ‘happy puppet’ was considered derogatory by the majority of parents, the name Angelman syndrome is now preferred (Williams & Frias 1982).

The first report of the involvement of a D group chromosome translocation in Prader-Willi syndrome dates back to 1963 (Buchler et al. 1963). Additional translocations were found subsequently, and after the introduction of chromosome banding, it became obvious that chromosome 15 was involved in all instances (Hawkley & Smithies 1976, Fraccaro et al. 1977, Zuffardi et al. 1978, Kucerova et al. 1979, Guanti 1980). This led to
high-resolution studies of chromosome 15 in patients with PWS, and de novo deletions of 15q11-q13 were first described in 1981 (Ledbetter et al. 1981) (Fig 1). By studying the inherited heteromorphisms of chromosome 15, the deleted 15q was shown to be paternal in origin in all informative cases (Butler & Palmer 1983, Mattei et al. 1983, Niikawa & Ishikiriyama 1985, Butler et al. 1986), and the exclusively paternal origin of the deletions was later confirmed by molecular marker analysis (Nicholls et al. 1989a, Robinson et al. 1991, Trent et al. 1991). In 1987, studies of individuals with Angelman syndrome showed that they also had a deletion in the same 15q11-q13 region (Magenis et al. 1987, Kaplan 1987). The deletions in both syndromes were shown to be indistinguishable by molecular analysis (Donlon 1988). The observation that two such clearly diverse phenotypes could be caused by a similar chromosomal deletion could not be explained by the classical concepts of genetics. This apparent paradox was, however, resolved when it turned out that, in Angelman syndrome, the partially deleted chromosome 15 was always derived from the mother (Knoll et al. 1989a,b, Imaizumi et al. 1990, Hamabe et al. 1991b, Clayton-Smith et al. 1992). This parent-of-origin effect on the phenotype is now known to be attributable to the phenomenon of genomic imprinting (Hall 1990). Since then, other molecular mechanisms causing either PWS or AS have been discovered, the basic reason in all cases being the absence or lack of expression of the paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) contribution of the imprinted region 15q11-q13.

2.1.2 Clinical features

Prader-Willi syndrome (MIM 176270) is a developmental disorder characterized by severe hypotonia and feeding difficulties in early childhood. By later infancy, most
children develop an insatiable appetite (hyperphagia) and become morbidly obese unless strict external control is imposed. Gross motor milestones and language are delayed. All individuals with PWS have some degree of intellectual impairment, ranging from borderline to moderate mental retardation. Hypogonadism manifests as genital hypoplasia, incomplete pubertal development and infertility in both sexes. Characteristic facial features, including a narrow bifrontal diameter, almond-shaped palpebral fissures and a down-turned mouth, often evolve over time. Behavioural problems, particularly temper tantrums, are common. Frequently observed features in PWS further include decreased foetal movement and infantile lethargy, sleep disturbance, short stature, hypopigmentation, small hands and feet, narrowed hands with straight ulnar border, estropia/myopia, thick, viscous saliva and skin picking (Prader et al. 1956, Butler 1990, Holm 1993, Cassidy 1997a). Most of the manifestations seen in PWS are related to functional hypothalamic deficiency (Cassidy & Schwartz 1998).

Angelman syndrome (MIM 105830) is characterized by severe developmental delay or mental retardation, severe speech impairment with minimal to no use of words, gait ataxia and/or tremulousness of the limbs and a unique behaviour with an inappropriate happy demeanour that includes frequent laughing, smiling and excitability. In addition, the presence of microcephaly, a flat occiput, seizures and abnormal EEG with a characteristic pattern of large-amplitude slow-spike waves are common. The dysmorphic facial features (large mouth and widely spaced teeth, pointed and prognathic chin, thin upper lip and midfacial hypoplasia) are not apparent at birth, but evolve during infancy and childhood. Hypopigmentation of the skin, hair and eyes compared to other family members is seen in a majority but not all AS patients. Developmental delay is evident by 6 – 12 months, but forward progression occurs (Angelman 1965, Williams et al. 1995a, b). In the pathogenesis of AS, deficiencies of Purkinje cells and hippocampal neurons are suggested to account for the ataxia and tremor and the learning deficits and epilepsy, respectively (Jiang et al. 1998, 1999).

Appropriate management may have a significant positive impact on the health and quality of life of Prader-Willi patients. However, many features are subtle or non-specific and some change with age, making a clinical diagnosis of PWS difficult. In Angelman syndrome, too, some manifestations may be absent or late to emerge, and the syndrome may hence not be considered or diagnosed until later in childhood (Cassidy et al. 2000). To facilitate the diagnosis of these syndromes, consensus diagnostic criteria for the PWS (Table 1) (Holm et al. 1993) and AS (Table 2) (Williams et al. 1995a) have been published.
Table 1. Diagnostic Criteria for Prader-Willi syndrome. Scoring: major criteria are weighted at one point each. Minor criteria are weighed at one half point. Children ≤ 3 years of age: five points are required for diagnosis, four of which should come from the major group. Children 3 years of age to adulthood: total score of eight is necessary for the diagnosis. Major criteria must comprise ≥ five points of the total score (Holm et al. 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Neonatal and infantile central hypotonia with poor suck, gradually improving with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Feeding problems in infancy with need for special feeding techniques and poor weight gain/failure to thrive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Excessive or rapid weight on weight-for-length chart (excessive is defined as crossing two centile channels) after 12 months but before 6 years of age; central obesity in the absence of intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Characteristic facial features with dolichocephaly in infancy, narrow face or bifrontal diameter, almond-shaped eyes, small-appearing mouth with thin upper lip, down turned corners of the mouth (3 or more required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hypogonadism-with any of the following, depending on age:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Genital hypoplasia (male: scrotal hypoplasia, cryptorchidism, small penis and/or testes for age (&lt;5th percentile); female: absence or severe hypoplasia or labia minora and/or clitoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Delayed or incomplete gonadal maturation with delayed pubertal signs in the absence of intervention after 16 years of age (male: small gonads, decreased facial and body hair, lack of voice change; female: amenorrhea/oligoamenorrhea after age 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Global developmental delay in a child younger than 6 years of age; mild to moderate mental retardation or learning problems in older children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Hyperphagia/food foraging/obsession with food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Deletion 15q11-q13 on high resolution (&gt; 650 band) or other cytogenetic/molecular abnormality of the Prader-Willi chromosome region, including maternal disomy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minor criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Decreased fetal movement of infantile lethargy or weak cry in infancy, improving with age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Characteristic behavior problems: temper tantrums, violent outbursts and obsessive/compulsive behaviour; tendency to be argumentative, oppositional, rigid, manipulative, possessive, and subborn; perseverating, stealing, and lying (5 or more of these symptoms required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sleep disturbance or sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Short stature for genetic background by age 15 (in the absence of growth hormone intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hypopigmentation (fair skin and hair compared to family)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Small hands (&lt;25th percentile) and/or feet (&lt;10th percentile) for height age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Narrow hands with straight ulnar border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Eye abnormalities (esotropia, myopia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Thick viscous saliva with crusting at corners of the mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Speech articulation defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Skin picking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supportive findings (increase the certainty of diagnosis but are not scored)
High pain threshold, decreased vomiting, temperature instability in infancy or altered temperature sensitivity in older children and adults, scoliosis and/or kyphosis, early adrenarche, osteoporosis, unusual skill with jigsaw puzzles, and normal neuromuscular studies
Table 2. Clinical features of Angelman syndrome, grouped by relative frequency of occurrence (Williams et al. 1995a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consistent (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Developmental delay, functionally severe speech impairment, minimal or no use of words; receptive and nonverbal communication skills higher than verbal ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Movement or balance disorder, usually ataxia of gait and/or tremulous movement of limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Behavioral uniqueness: any combination of frequent laughter/smiling; apparent happy demeanor; easily excitable personality, often with hand flapping movements; hypermotoric behavior; short attention span</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent (more than 80%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Delayed, disproportionate growth in head circumference, usually resulting in microcephaly (absolute or relative) by 2 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Seizures, onset usually &lt; 3 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Abnormal EEG, characteristic pattern with large amplitude slow-spike waves (usually 2 to 3 Hz) facilitated by eye closure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associated (20 % to 80%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Flat occiput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Occipital groove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Protruding tongue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tongue thrusting; suck/swallowing disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Feeding problems during infancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Prognathia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Wide mouth, wide-spaced teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Frequent drooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Excessive chewing/mouthing behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Strabismus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Hypopigmented skin, light hair and eye color (compared with family), seen only in deletion cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Hyperactive lower extremity deep tendon reflexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Uplifted, flexed arm position especially during ambulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Increased sensitivity to heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Sleep disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Attraction to/fascination with water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Genetic basis of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

The structure of the proximal long arm of chromosome 15 and the imprinting of the chromosome region 15q11-q13 creates the background for the formation of the deletions common to the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes and explains the different mechanisms by which these syndromes may arise, respectively.
2.2.1 Structure of the proximal long arm of chromosome 15 (15q)

Chromosome 15 is an acrocentric chromosome with satellite-rich heterochromatic centromere and stalk regions. The pericentromeric region, located adjacent to the alpha-satellite arrays of the centromeres, contains paralogous copies of chromosomal regions duplicated and translocated from other locations within the human genome, including partial copies of the immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) V and D segments (Tomlinson et al. 1994, Nagaoka et al. 1994), the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF 1) pseudogenes (Legius et al. 1992, Purandare et al. 1995, Regnier et al. 1997, Kehrer-Sawatzki et al. 1997, Barber 1998) and the GABRA5 pseudogenes (Ritchie et al. 1998). The presence of these large repeat units between the centromere and the region most commonly deleted in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes and the differences in the conformation of the euchromatic region (Browne et al. 1997, Cook et al. 1997) make it difficult to distinguish between normal and duplicated chromosome regions 15q11-q13 with normal light microscopy.

The 15q11-q13 region appears to be particularly labile, as it is frequently associated with a variety of cytogenetic rearrangements, including deletions in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes, chromosomal translocations (Butler 1990, Sun et al. 1996), inverted duplications (inv dup (15)) (Robinson et al. 1993b, Huang et al. 1997, Wandstrat et al. 1998), interstitial duplications and triplications (Clayton-Smith et al. 1993a, Schinzel et al. 1994, Cassidy et al. 1996, Browne et al. 1997, Repetto et al. 1998) and inversions (Clayton-Smith et al. 1993b). This multiplicity of chromosomal rearrangements involving 15q11-q13 was originally suggested to be due to tandem or inverted DNA repeats predisposing this segment to structural instability (Donlon et al. 1986). Previously, the proximal 15q was shown to contain duplicated sequences, i.e. END repeats, localized at or near the breakpoints of the 15q11-q13 deletion (Ji et al. 1999, Amos Landgraf et al. 1999). The END repeats include the D15F37 (= MN7) sequence, also localized at 15q11-q13 (Buiting et al. 1998a), and represent large genomic duplications of a novel HERC2 gene located at the distal PWS/AS breakpoint (Ji et al. 1999, 2000). The END-repeat units are postulated to mediate misalignment and unequal crossing-over between these repeats, resulting in deletions and duplications, and they may also predispose the region to inversions (Amos-Landgraft et al. 1999). The products of these homologous recombination events will be dependent on the orientation of the DNA elements, the type of DNA strand exchange and whether the rearrangements are inter- or intrachromosomal (Christian et al. 1999).

2.2.2 Genetic imprinting of chromosome 15

2.2.2.1 General

Genetic (genomic) imprinting refers to differential expression of genes, depending upon the parent of origin of the genetic information (Hall 1990). Imprinting is a normal process
and does not affect the structure of DNA. Rather, it is an epigenetic phenomenon, in which a specific DNA region is marked (i.e. imprinted) in a sex-specific manner that determines whether or not it is expressed during gene transcription (Driscoll et al. 1994, Lalande et al. 1996, Cassidy & Schwartz 1998, Everman & Cassidy 2000, Reik & Walter 2001), and its role is probably that of regulating growth and development during both gestation and the early postnatal phase (Khan & Wood 1999). Imprinting can be regulated in a tissue-specific manner during development (DeChiara et al. 1991, Vu & Hoffman 1994, Szabo & Mann 1995, Ekstrom et al. 1994, Lee et al. 1997, Lerchner et al. 1997) or genes can be imprinted at any time or any stage of development (Szabo & Mann 1995, Tremblay et al. 1995).

The following minimal set of criteria for a gametic imprint has been proposed: 1) it must occur either during gametogenesis or in the zygote, prior to fusion of the two gametes, while the maternal and paternal chromosomes are still physically separate in the gametes and the alleles can be differentially modified, 2) the imprint must be stably maintained as cells divide and differentiate. The imprint may remain identical to the original imprint on the gametic chromosomes or may be a secondary derivative of that imprint, and 3) it must be recognized by the transcriptional machinery, so as to result in monoallelic expression, and 4) the imprint must be capable of being erased and reset during the production of germ cells in such a way that the appropriate sex-specific imprint is transmitted to the progeny (Bartolomei & Tilghman 1997, Pfeiffer 2000).

Multiple elements have been hypothesized to convey a parent of the origin imprint, the differential patterns of allele-specific DNA methylation in somatic tissues being the most clearly established alternative (McGrath & Solter 1984, Reik et al. 1987). Almost all imprinted genes have differentially methylated regions (DMRs), and either the active or the inactive allele can be methylated (Mann & Lovell-Badge 1984). However, recent studies have implicated a wide range of gene-specific and chromatin domain features in the regulation of imprinted gene expression in somatic cells (Tilghman 1999, Lee et al. 1999, Smilinich et al. 1999, Greally et al. 1999, Nicholls 2000), including differential histone H4 and H3 acetylation (Grunstein et al. 1997, Saitoh et al. 2000, Fulmer-Smentek & France 2001, Jenuwein & Allis 2001) and methylation (Nielsen et al. 2001, Xin et al. 2001, Fournier et al. 2002), nuclease sensitivity (Schweizer et al. 1999) and nuclear matrix association as well as the presence of G-rich direct-repeat sequences in or near CpG islands, oppositely imprinted antisense RNA transcripts (Rouguelle et al. 1998a) and asynchronous DNA replication (Kitsberg et al. 1993, Knoll et al. 1994, Gunaratne et al. 1995, LaSalle & Lalande 1995, Kawame et al. 1995) as well as homologous chromosome association (LaSalle & Lalande 1996). Although it is likely that a combination of these elements operates to create an imprint, as observed in mice (Reik & Walter 2001), their respective roles remain unknown (Nicholls 2000).

After the first suggestion that the mammalian genome might include imprinted genes in mouse (McGrath & Solter 1983, Surani & Barton 1983, McGrath & Surani 1984, Surani et al. 1984, Surani et al. 1986) and the identification of the first endogenous imprinted gene (the insulin-like growth factor 2 gene (Igf2)) (DeChiara et al. 1991), more than 50 imprinted genes have been identified in the combined human and mouse genomes, probably representing 5-20% of those predicted to be imprinted (Morison & Reeve 1998, Falls et al. 1999, Tilghman 1999, Beaudet et al. 2002). These genes are not distributed as single genes throughout the genome, but have a tendency to cluster
together. Most of these clusters contain both maternally and paternally imprinted genes (Bartolomei & Tilghman 1997). Although it is apparent that the imprinting of adjacent genes is jointly regulated, multiple mechanisms among and within clusters may operate (Brannan & Bartolomei 1999). In man, imprinted genes have been described in chromosomes 1, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20 and in X-chromosome (Morison et al. 2001, Beaudet et al. 2002). Thus far, two major clusters of imprinted genes are known in the human genome: a 1 Mb region at 11p15, encompassing the Beckwith-Wiedeman (BW) region (Lee et al. 1999), and a 2 Mb cluster at the 15q11-q13 region, encompassing the Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome loci (Schweizer et al. 1999, Falls et al. 1999). In addition to the Beckwith-Wiedeman, Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes, Russel-Silver syndrome (chromosome 7) (Kotzot et al. 1995) and Albright hereditary osteodystrophy (chromosome 20) (Hayward et al. 1998) are known to associate with imprinted genes. Imprinted genes have also been shown to contribute to language development and social skills (Skuse et al. 1997) and probably to other complex behavioural phenotypes in humans, including schizophrenia, alcohol preference, and bipolar affective disorder (Nicholls 2000). Furthermore, imprinting may have an important role in the pathogenesis of cancer, because disruption in the monoallelic expression of imprinted genes is suggested to be the most common mutation associated with cancer (Feinberg 2000, Pfeiffer 2000).

2.2.2.2 Imprinted domain of the chromosome region 15q11-q13

Proximal 15q contains a 2 Mb domain that is subject to genomic imprinting and affected in patients with either Prader-Willi or Angelman syndrome. This domain contains a cluster of paternally expressed genes and transcripts, whose absence cause PWS, and at least two maternally expressed genes, of which the mutations in UBE3A have already been shown to cause AS. Based on a small group of Prader-Willi and Angelman patients with small deletions resulting in a regional imprinting defect, it has been suggested that imprinting of this domain is regulated by an imprinting centre (IC) (Buiting et al. 1995) (see Fig. 6 p. 29). The IC has been localized to the SNRUF-SNRPN locus and appears to have a bipartite structure (Reis et al. 1994, Buiting et al. 1995, Dittrich et al. 1996a, Saitoh et al.1996, Horsthemke et al. 1997). The PWS-IC is defined by the smallest region of deletion overlap (PWS-SRO) in the PWS families with an imprinting defect, and it is less than 4.3-kb in size, spanning the first exon 1 and the promoter of the SNURF-SNRPN locus (Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Ohta et al. 1999). The 880 bp AS-IC maps ~35 kb upstream of the SNRPN exon 1, immediately distal to an alternative 5′ exon of SNRPN called u4 (or BD3 or IC3) (Buiting et al. 1995, Saitoh et al. 1996, Buiting et al. 1999a), and it is defined by the smallest region of deletion overlap (AS-SRO) in the AS families with an imprinting defect. The AS-IC contains one (= u5) of several alternative upstream exons of SNURF-SNRPN, probably playing a role in maternal imprinting (Fäber et al. 1999). AS-IC is hypermethylated on both parental alleles (Schumacher et al 1998), whereas PWS-IC exhibits maternally specific methylation in humans (Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Glenn et al. 1996) and mice (Shemer et al. 1997, Gabriel et al. 1998).
Deletions of PWS-IC appear to block the maternal to paternal imprint switch in the paternal germ line, and deletions of AS-IC are associated with a block of the paternal to maternal imprint switch in the maternal germ line (Dittrich et al. 1996a), suggesting that this bipartite imprinting centre regulates the initiation of the parental imprint switch in both the male and the female germ lines (Nicholls et al. 1998). Several models have been presented to explain the mechanisms of gamete-specific imprinting events at 15q11-q13 (Buiting et al. 1995, Dittrich et al. 1996a, Ferguson-Smith 1996, Bürger et al. 1997, Tilghman et al. 1998, Nicholls et al. 1998, Ohta et al. 1999, Brannan and Bartolomei 1999). Based on these models and previous expression data of the \textit{UBE3A} antisense transcript (Rouguelle et al. 1998a) as well as mouse studies, Shemer et al. (2000) have presented a model for regional control of PWS/AS imprinting, in which they propose that, during oogenesis, a trans-acting factor binds to the AS-IC sequence and confers methylation and silencing on the \textit{SNRPN} promoter, which, in turn, leads to methylation and inactivation of genes on the maternal allele. In the paternal germ line, the trans-acting factor is probably absent and PWS-IC remains unmethylated. The spreading of undermethylation and the generation of a stable active state on the paternal chromosome take place by an as-yet-unknown mechanism (Fig. 2) (Shemer et al. 2000). The \textit{UBE3A} gene is tissue-specifically imprinted with maternal expression in human brain. The ability to inactivate paternal \textit{UBE3A} in brain may be explained by the recent discovery of a paternally expressed antisense transcript overlapping \textit{UBE3A} but proximal to it relative to PWS-IC (Rouguelle et al. 1998a). The \textit{UBE3A} imprinting might be an indirect effect of the paternal-specific expression of the antisense transcript \textit{UBE3A-AS} in a manner similar to what has been suggested for \textit{Ig2r} (Wutz et al.1997). In keeping with this hypothesis, \textit{UBE3A} is biallelic in all tissues in which the antisense transcript is not expressed, but results in expression of \textit{UBE3A} specifically on the maternal allele in human brain, where the antisense transcript is expressed (Rouguelle et al 1998a). In this model, the role of the AS-IC and PWS-IC elements is to regulate the expression of paternal-specific genes, and maternal expression of \textit{UBE3A} occurs only by default, thus representing a secondary effect of imprinting. Other possible mechanisms to silence paternal \textit{UBE3A} include the roles for chromatin structure, insulators or transcriptional enhancer competition (Tilghman, 1999).
Recent experiments demonstrate that PWS-IC is not only required for the establishment of the paternal imprint in the paternal germ line, but also for the postzygotic maintenance of this imprint in both humans and mice (Bielinska et al. 2000). The control of imprint switching has been assumed to function via DNA methylation. However, it was shown by El-Maarri et al. (2001) that the incorrect maternal methylation imprint in PWS-IC deletion patients was established de novo after fertilization, indicating that the SNURF-SNRPN exon 1 region is not a control element for a germ line methylation switch, but essential for maintaining the paternal methylation imprint during embryonic development. Similar data were obtained from a mouse model harbouring a microdeletion of the Snrpn exon 1 region (Yang et al. 1998). Moreover, it was found that CpG-rich regions in SNURF-SNRPN are hypomethylated in unfertilized human oocytes, indicating that the normal maternal methylation imprints in 15q11-q13 are also established very late during ovulation or after fertilization, when the two genomes are still separate pronuclei (El-Maarri et al. 2001). This is in contrast to mouse eggs, where the corresponding Snrpn exon 1 region is heavily methylated (Shemer et al. 2000, El-Maarri et al. 2001), indicating that an important aspect of imprinting may have evolved divergently between mouse and human (El-Maarri et al. 2001).

A mechanism additional to DNA methylation that could distinguish between the two parental chromosomes in the zygote could be alterations in chromatin structure, which mark the male and female alleles. The imprinting centre could regulate the initiation of the parental imprint switch in the male and female germ lines, leading to the establishment of heterochromatic-like DNA at the IC in oocytes and euchromatic-like DNA at the IC during spermatogenesis (Greally 1999, Schweitzer et al. 1999, Nicholls 2000). These differences could then be recognized after fertilization and translated into stable DNA methylation imprints. Another possibility might be that methylation differences at other, as yet undetected loci carry the parental chromosomal mark, which
leads to de novo methylation at neighbouring loci in the early embryo (El-Maarri et al. 2001). However, the PWS-IC region has shown to be especially CpG-rich and to be conserved between human and mouse (Chaillet et al. 1991). It has also shown to carry the minimal elements for imprinting determined by transgenic studies (Shemer et al. 2000) and epigenetic activity in Drosophila melanogaster (Lyko et al. 1998). Furthermore, the close proximity and/or orientation of the AS-IC to the PWS-IC has shown to be essential for the establishment of a maternal imprint (Buiting et al. 2001). These findings support an important role of the IC region in setting up and maintaining imprinting in both paternal and maternal alleles. Furthermore, the important influence of the late oocyte and zygote cytoplasm on the setting and maintenance of imprints also seems essential (Reik & Walter 2001).

Recently, it has been demonstrated that PWS-IC shows parent-specific complementary methylation patterns of histone H3 lysine 9 (Lys9) and H3 lysine 4 (Lys4) with either a maternal or a paternal copy methylated, respectively, and it has been suggested that H3 Lys9 methylation would be a candidate maternal gametic imprint for this region (Xin et al. 2001). Furthermore, during spermatogenesis, histones are removed from chromatin and replaced by protamines (Braun et al. 2001), providing a mechanism of erasing the chemically stable histone-methylation imprint from the maternally inherited chromosome 15 in the male germ line (Xin et al. 2001) (Fig.3). The maintenance of a histone modification imprint after fertilization throughout the life span has been suggested to be somatically propagated by inheritance of a silenced chromatin marked with methyl Lys9 H3 during chromosome replication, by association of methyl Lys9 H3 and the heterochromatin protein HP1 and by association of HP1 and the mammalian H3 Lys9 methyltransferase SUVAR39H1. This protein complex might allow H3 methyltransferase associated with an unreplicated chromosome region to methylate histones associated with newly synthesized DNA at a nearby replication fork (Bannister et al. 2001, Xin et al. 2001).

Of the several different theories proposed to explain the evolution of genetic imprinting, the genetic conflict model has been considered the most likely. According to this theory imprinting has evolved because of the conflicting interests of maternal and paternal genes in relation to the transfer of nutrients from the mother to her offspring (Moore & Haig 1991). This parent-offspring 'conflict' causes the enhancers of prenatal and postnatal growth to be of paternal origin, while growth suppressors are of maternal origin (Moore & Haig 1991). Based on this theory Nicholls et al. (1999) have proposed that the selection for imprinting in 15q11-q13 has probably resulted in a postnatal growth advantage in individuals with a paternally derived gene, given the failure-to-thrive phenotype of neonates with Prader-Willi syndrome (Cassidy 1997a) and mouse model pups (Cattanach et al. 1992, Yang et al. 1998, Gabriel et al. 1999). They suggested that the selection pressure might have been operating on the SNURF exons only, and that most genes within the imprinted 15q11-q13 domain might display imprinting simply as a consequence of recent evolutionary acquisition by the domain or as a consequence of the spreading effect of the imprinting mechanism (Nicholls 2000).
2.2.3 Candidate genes for Prader-Willi syndrome

The cluster of imprinted genes located on human chromosome 15q11-q13, a region homologous to a segment of mouse chromosome 7 (Chaillet et al. 1991, Nicholls et al. 1991, Wagstaff et al. 1991), contains at least four paternally expressed genes, including a zinc-finger gene (ZNF127) (Jong et al. 1999), a bicistronic SNRPN-SNURF gene (Özcelik et al. 1992, Glenn et al. 1993a, Sun et al. 1996, Gray et al. 1999), a necdin-encoding gene (NDN) (Jay et al. 1997, Macdonald and Weyrick 1997) and a necdin-like gene (MAGEL2 = NDNL1) (Boccaccio et al. 1999, Lee et al. 2000) as well as several paternally expressed transcription units, such as ZNF127-AS (Jong et al. 1999), PAR1 and PAR5 (Sutcliffe et al. 1994), PAR-SN (Ning et al. 1996), IPW (Weyrick et al. 1994) and UBE3A-AS (Rouguelle et al. 1998a).
Although numerous paternally expressed genes and transcripts that reside in the candidate region have been identified, their individual contributions to the development of PWS have not been established. The only identified protein products are those for the **SNURF-SNRPN, NDN, MAGEL2 and ZNF127** genes, of which **SNURF-SNRPN** is the best candidate and likely to cause some of the features of Prader-Willi syndrome.

**SNURF-SNRPN** is a complex locus containing at least 148 exons on human chromosome 15 (Runte et al. 2001). The first ten exons are transcribed into a 1.4-kb bicistronic mRNA (Gray et al. 1999, Runte et al. 2001). The exons 1-3 contain **SNURF** (SNRPN upstream open reading frame) (Gray et al. 1999), which encodes a highly basic 71-amino acid protein that is nuclear-localized. The **SNRPN** gene spanning the exons 4-10 encodes the small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide N (SmN), which is located in the spliceosome involved in mRNA splicing (Gray et al. 1999). Furthermore, there are at least two alternative 5’ upstream start sites (u1B and u1A) and several upstream exons, which are spliced onto the exon 2 of the **SNURF-SNRPN** gene (Dittrich et al. 1996a, Färber et al. 1999), and at least 138 additional downstream exons (Buiting et al. 1996, Lee and Wervick 2000, Wirth et al. 2001, Runte et al. 2001) have been detected so far. Both **SNURF** and **SNRPN** are translated in normal human tissues, but not in patients with PWS (Glenn et al. 1993a, Reed and Leff 1994, Gray et al. 1999). The unique location of the **SNURF-SNRPN** gene in the imprinting centre, the **SNURF** exons being completely contained within the 4.3 kb PWS-IC, implies that this genetic locus is ultimately associated with the cis regulation of all imprinted genes in a 2-Mb domain within the region 15q11-q13. Based on this and the identification of two typical PWS patients with balanced translocation interrupting **SNURF-SNRPN** not affecting the expression of other maternally imprinted genes in 15q11-q13, it has been suggested that the loss of **SNURF** and/or **SNRPN** function might lead to the observed neonatal failure-to-thrive phenotype (Nicholls et al. 1999). However, the **SNRPN-SNURF** translation unit has also been shown to serve as the start site for the **UBE3A** antisense transcript and to be a host for multiple snoRNA genes (Runte et al. 2001), and it has been recently suggested that a loss of expression of the snoRNAs (PWCR1/HBII-85 cluster and the HBII-43A) in the proposed ~121 kb minimal region for PWS located within the **SNRPN-SNURF** locus might be responsible for much or all of the phenotype of PWS (Gallagher et al. 2002).

The other genes assumed to be involved in the PWS phenotype are the paternally expressed **ZNF127, NDN and MAGEL2** genes, which map to PWCR proximal to **SNURF-SNRPN** (Jay et al. 1997, MacDonald & Wervick 1997, Nakada et al. 1998, Jong et al. 1999, Boccaccio et al. 1999, Lee et al. 2000). The **ZNF127** gene encodes a protein with a RING (C_3HC_4) zinc-finger and multiple C_H zinc-finger motifs, and it is predicted function as a ribonucleoprotein (Jong et al. 1999). As the DNA methylation imprint of **ZNF127** is complete only in brain and germ cells, it is suggested that these are critical tissues for **ZNF127** function, and the **ZNF127** gene may be responsible for the behavioural abnormalities and obesity or the hypogonadism and infertility in PWS.

The **NDN** and the **MAGEL2** genes belong to the **MAGE-NDN** gene family, the **NDN** gene encoding a protein homologous to the mouse nectdin protein (Jay et al. 1997, MacDonald & Wervick 1997) and **MAGEL2** gene encoding a putative protein of 500 amino acids homologous to the **MAGE** proteins and **NDN** (Boccaccio et al. 1999, Lee et al. 2000). The **NDN** gene is solely expressed in post-mitotic murine neurones, implicating involvement in the control of cell growth or neuronal differentiation, and in humans,
normal mRNA expression is highest in the hypothalamus (Macdonalds & Wevrick 1997, Sutcliffe et al. 1997a, Watrin et al. 1997). Based on these studies, it has been postulated that the loss of expression of the \textit{NDN} gene in human brain may contribute to the hypothalamic defect and developmental delay that are characteristic of PWS (Jay et al. 1997). \textit{MAGEL2} is also expressed by the paternal allele in human brain, suggesting a potential role in the aetiology of PWS (Boccaccio et al. 1999).

Although almost all of the paternally expressed genes or transcripts have been assumed to be candidates for Prader-Willi syndrome, mice deficient in \textit{Zfp127} (see Jong et al. 1999), \textit{Ndn} (Gérard et al. 1999, Tsai et al.1999a), \textit{Snurf} (Tsai et al. 1999b), \textit{Snrpn} (Yang et al. 1998) and \textit{Ipw} (see Nicholls 1999) are phenotypically normal and do not show excess perinatal lethality associated with feeding difficulties equivalent to infants with PWS. An exception is the ambiguous data on the \textit{Ndn} gene, probably due to the different mouse strains used in these studies (Nicholls et al. 1999). One of these mouse models of PWS suggests that paternal deficiency of the \textit{Snrpn-Ipw} interval may be responsible for the severe phenotypic aspects of PWS (Tsai et al. 1999b). This interval (DR region) encodes multiple snoRNA genes (Cavaille et al. 2000, Meguro et al. 2001) and is part of the large \textit{SNURF-SNRPN} locus (Runte et al. 2001).

Ambiguous data obtained with \textit{Ndn}-deficient mice (Gérard et al. 1999, Tsai et al. 1999a) as well as recently recognized opposite methylation of the imprinting centre in human and mouse oocytes (Shemer et al. 2000, ElMaarri et al. 2001) demonstrate the difficulty of producing and interpreting any animal model of human disease and underscore the need for many more mice to be bred to generate appropriate animal models (Nicholls 1999). Furthermore, no behavioural studies have been performed on these mice. However, Prader-Willi syndrome mice with uniparental disomy (Cattanach et al. 1992) or a large 4 Mb deletion affecting the region of the mouse genome corresponding to human 15q11-q13 and deletion of \textit{Snurf-Snrpn} (IC deletion mice) (Yang et al. 1998) all died at a few days of age due to a failure to thrive. Currently, PWS can, at best, be characterized as a contiguous gene syndrome involving multiple paternally expressed genes.

### 2.2.4 Candidate genes for Angelman syndrome

In contrast to Prader-Willi syndrome, only two maternally expressed genes, \textit{UBE3A} (Rouguelle et al. 1997, Vu and Hoffman 1997) and \textit{ATP10C} (Meguro et al. 2001b, Herzing et al. 2001), are located in the imprinted 15q11-q13 domain. Of these, mutations of \textit{UBE3A} have been shown to cause Angelman syndrome (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997).

The E6AP ubiquitin protein ligase 3A gene (\textit{UBE3A}) was identified in 1993 based on its ability to associate with the E6 oncoprotein of the human papillomavirus and to selectively degrade \textit{p53} (Scheffner et al. 1990, Huibregtse et al. 1991). Although the \textit{UBE3A} gene was mapped to the AS chromosome region as early as 1994, preliminary studies in human lymphoblast and skin fibroblast cell lines (Nakao et al. 1994) as well as whole mouse brain and testis failed to yield evidence of imprinted expression (Sutcliffe et
al. 1997b). Soon after the discovery of UBE3A mutations (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997), however, the UBE3A gene was found to exhibit tissue-specific imprinting with maternal allele expression in hippocampal neurons, Purkinje cells and olfactory mitral cells in mice (Albrecht et al. 1997, Jiang et al. 1998a,b) and in human brain (Rouguelle et al. 1997, Vu and Hoffman 1997), providing conclusive evidence of the role of UBE3A in the pathogenesis of AS.

The UBE3A gene spans approximately 120 kb on genomic DNA, with transcription oriented from telomere to centromere (Fig. 4) (Yamamoto et al. 1997, Kishino & Wagstaff 1998). The gene consists of ten protein-coding exons (exons 7 to 16), six to nine non-coding exons in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) (Yamamoto et al. 1997, Kishino et al. 1997, Rouguelle et al. 1997, Vu & Hoffman 1997, Kishino & Wagstaff 1998) and an additional 2.0 kb region of 3’UTR (Kishino & Wagstaff, 1998). The 5’-end of the gene displays alternative splicing and accounts for the production of nine adult and two fetal transcripts (Yamamoto et al. 1997, Kishino et al. 1997, Vu & Hoffman 1997, Kishino & Wagstaff 1998). These mRNA subtypes encode three protein isoforms, differing in the use of the initiation codon and, therefore, over their amino-terminal regions. It has been suggested that the different amino-termini of the UBE3A isoforms could function to generate different specificities within the same protein (Rouguelle et al. 1998a).

The product of the UBE3A gene is an E6-AP ubiquitin protein ligase (Scheffner et al. 1993), which contains two independent, separable functions: coactivation of the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily (Nawaz et al. 1999) and ubiquitin-ligase activity (Huitbregtse et al. 1993a,b). In the pathogenesis of Angelman syndrome, only a defect in the ubiquitin-proteasome protein degradation pathway seems to result in the AS phenotype (Nawaz et al. 1999).

The ubiquitin-proteasome system is an important regulatory mechanism, whereby proteins are marked for degradation by the attachment of multiubiquitin chains, which targets the selected proteins to the 26S proteasome for destruction (Glotzer et al. 1991, Schwob et al. 1994, Scheffner et al. 1995, Cohen-Fix et al. 1996, Rouguelle et al. 1998a, Hochstrasser 1996, Ciechanover & Schwartz 1998, Hershko & Ciehanover 1998, Vu & Sakamoto 2000). The cytoplasmic ATP-dependent ubiquitin-proteasome system has a broad range of substrates, such as cell cycle and division regulators, mitotic cyclins, cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors, ion channels, tumour suppressors, transcription factors and a myriad of other proteins (Hershko & Ciehanover 1998), which indicates its important role in cell cycle progression, apoptosis, immune response,
development, transcriptional regulation, signal transduction and receptor down-regulation (Vu & Sakamoto, 2000).

The E6-AP ubiquitin protein ligase is a member of the group of E3 enzymes, which are important in substrate recognition and ubiquitin transfer. This protein of approximately 120 kD has at least six functional domains, of which three are involved in ubiquitin-ligase activity: the E6-binding domain (amino acids 391 - 408), the p53-binding domain (aa 280-781) and the hect (homologous to the E6-AP carboxyl terminus) domain (carboxyl-terminal 350 amino acids). The highly conserved hect domain is encoded by the exons 9-16 (Huibregtse et al. 1995), and it is of functional importance as it contains the minimal region necessary for the ubiquitination and degradation of the target protein (the extreme carboxyl-terminal 88 amino acid segment) (Huitbregtse et al 1993b).

In addition to ubiquitination, E6-AP alone and/or in conjunction with a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme defines the substrate specificity of ubiquitin transfer (Scheffner et al. 1995). Subsequently, in addition to p53, E6-AP has been shown to independently mediate the degradation of HHR23A (a protein homologous to the yeast DNA repair factor RAD23), MCM-7 (a protein implicated in chromosomal replication), Bak, BIK and E6-AP itself (Kumar et al. 1997, Vu & Sakamoto 2000), but the substrates might number up to hundreds.

The substrate essential to the pathogenesis of Angelman syndrome is not yet known. However, the lack of ubiquitination of target proteins in tissues where the paternal allele for \textit{UBE3A} is silenced could lead to a failure to degrade these proteins or to other functional alterations of target proteins (Hochstrasser 1996), leading to the phenotype. Recent studies of a mouse model for maternal \textit{UBE3A} deficiency (\textit{Ube3a} knockout mice) demonstrated motor dysfunction, inducible seizures and a defect in contextual learning and hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP). LTP is generally considered the most likely candidate cellular mechanism for learning and memory, especially in the limbic system (Nayak & Browning 1999, Stevens 1998). Furthermore, the elevated cytoplasmic levels of p53 in Purkinje cells and some hippocampal neurons in \textit{Ube3a} knockout mice (Jiang et al. 1998b) as well as in a deceased AS patient (Jay et al. 1991, Jiang et al. 1998b) suggest that the expression of \textit{UBE3A} is imprinted in this cell type also in humans. Based on these studies, the maternal deficiency of \textit{UBE3A} in Purkinje cells is suggested to account for the ataxia and tremor seen in patients with AS, and the deficiency in hippocampal neurons is thought to explain the learning deficits and epilepsy (Jiang et al. 1998b, 1999). The candidate proteins in Purkinje cells and proteins implicated in LTP in hippocampus can be evaluated as potential targets for ubiquitination by E6-AP.

Recently, another maternally expressed gene, \textit{ATP10C}, has been mapped telomeric to the \textit{UBE3A} locus within the chromosome region 15q11-q13 (Meguro et al. 2001b, Herzing et al. 2001). This gene encodes a novel member of a subfamily of P-type ATPase with a well-defined phosphorylation domain (DKTGT(L/1)T). The expression of \textit{ATP10C} has been shown to be absent in AS patients with a maternal deletion of 15q11-q13 or an imprinting defect, and it has been proposed that this gene might be involved in the varied manifestations of Angelman syndrome (Meguro et al. 2001b, Herzing et al. 2001). However, to determine whether mutations or a loss of function of this gene could explain a substantial number of AS patients with no identifiable molecular defect will remain to be resolved.
A 3.5 kb sense transcript whose promoter is embedded in the 3’-UTR of the \textit{UBE3A} gene has also previously been detected in the AS critical region, and it has been suggested that mutations in this candidate transcript could account, at least in part, for the patients without mutations in \textit{UBE3A} (Roguelle et al. 1998a). In addition, an antisense transcript that spans at least the 3’-half of \textit{UBE3A} and the region downstream of the gene has also been identified (Roguelle et al. 1998a). The antisense transcript is expressed exclusively by the paternal allele in brain, but is transcriptionally silent in other tissues where \textit{UBE3A} and the sense transcript display biallelic expression, and this transcript has been proposed to control tissue-specific imprinting of the \textit{UBE3A} gene by excluding the paternal allele-specific \textit{UBE3A} expression in brain, as discussed earlier (Roguelle et al. 1998a,b, Brannan & Bartolomei 1999, Shemer et al. 2000).

### 2.3 Known genetic defects causing Prader-Willi or Angelman syndromes

Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome are, according to our current knowledge, due to a loss of function of imprinted genes in the chromosome region 15q11-q13. In the case of PWS, the absent contribution to this region is always paternal, leading to a loss of expression of paternally transcribed genes. In AS, the maternal contribution of 15q11-q13 is missing, causing the syndrome via a lack of expression of maternally transcribed gene(s). In both syndromes, the loss of gene function may be due to three shared genetic defects: microdeletion, uniparental disomy (UPD) and an imprinting defect, whereas Angelman syndrome has also been described to arise from a mutation in a single gene, \textit{UBE3A} (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Schematic presentation of the different genetic defects found in Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes. A) Normal imprinting of paternal (P) and maternal (M) regions of 15q11-q13. In paternal chromosome 15 PWS genes are active (open square) and AS gene(s) inactive (solid circle), whereas in maternal chromosome 15 PWS genes are inactive (solid square) and AS gene(s) active (open circle). B) Genetic defects resulting in lack of expression of paternal genes in PWS. C) Genetics defects resulting in lack of expression of maternal gene(s) in AS. IC = imprinting centre, UPD = uniparental disomy, ID = imprinting defect, X = mutation or imprinting switch failure in IC.

2.3.1 Deletions of chromosome region 15q11-q13

Although there are some exceptions, the vast majority (≥ 95%) of both paternal (PWS) and maternal (AS) deletions are remarkably homogeneous in size (~4 Mb), with two alternative proximal and one distal breakpoint region (Christian et al. 1995, Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999). The proximal deletion breakpoint commonly lies either between D15S18 and the centromere or between the D15S18 and D15S9 loci. The distal breakpoint has been mapped between the D15D12 and D15S24 loci (Knoll et al. 1990, Robinson et al. 1991, Kuwano et al. 1992, Chan et al. 1993, Robinson et al. 1993b, Christian et al. 1995, Robinson et al. 1998, Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999) (Fig. 6).

The clustered breakpoints detected in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes suggest that the deletions originate from unequal crossover between repeated DNA units (Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999, Christiansen et al. 1999). Low-copy repeats have been identified in the genomic regions implicated in the DiGeorge/velo-cardiofacial syndromes (del(22)(q11)) (Halford et al. 1993), Williams syndrome (del(7)(q11.2)) (Perez et al. 1996) and Smith-Magenis syndrome (del(17)(p11.2)) (Chen et al. 1997), and homologous recombination of flanking repeat gene clusters have been expected to be the mechanism of common contiguous gene deletion syndromes (Chen et al. 1997, Shaffer et al. 2000).
Previously, duplicated sequences (i.e. END repeats) at the chromosome 15q11 and 15q13 were detected (Buiting et al. 1999b, Ji et al. 1999, Amos-Landgraft et al. 1999, Christian et al. 1999), and the common deletion sizes observed in PWS and AS were also thought to be generated by unequal crossing-over between misaligned proximal and distal END repeat homologues. Such interchromosomal misalignment and crossing-over within repeats during meiosis is expected to result in the formation of reciprocal duplication/deletion products, as is the case in, for example, Charcot-Marie-Tooth syndrome type 1A (CMT1A, dup(17)(p12)) and hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies (HNPP, del(17)(p12)) (Pentao et al. 1992, Lupski 1998). The rarity of the reported cases of interstitial duplications 15 (Pettigrew et al. 1987, Clayton-Smith et al. 1993a, Repetto et al. 1998, Browne et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 1998a, Thomas et al. 1999) suggests that an intrachromosomal mechanism may also be a common cause of deletions of 15q11-q13, although the rarity of duplication cases might also indicate that a milder phenotype causes them to be ascertained much less often. The involvement of an intrachromosomal mechanism as a cause of deletion was confirmed by two studies, where both intra- and interchromosomal 15q11-q13 exchanges were shown to occur between the sister chromatids during paternal meiosis in PWS (Carrozzo et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 1998a). In intrachromosomal events, the deletion probably arises due to the formation of an intrachromosomal foldback or a stem-loop intermediate structure between inverted duplicons, with exclusion or deletion of the intervening loop (Sachs et al. 1995, Christian et al. 1999, Amos-Landgraft et al. 1999). In AS, only interchromosomal deletion events have been observed so far (Robinson et al. 1998a), although the absence of intrachromosomal changes is probably due to the small sample size analyzed (n=3) up till now.

Despite the common deletion sizes in Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome, the critical regions for these disorders are separate, being more telomeric in AS. The first evidence of distinct regions in these disorders was demonstrated in a Japanese family, where transmission of a small deletion to a woman from the father resulted in a normal phenotype, while transmission of this deletion to her children resulted in AS (Hamabe et al. 1991b, Saitoh et al. 1992). Since PWS was not the outcome of a paternal deletion, the PWS and AS gene(s) were concluded to be located at separate loci. In addition, this family provided strong support for genomic imprinting, since the deletion exerted a phenotypic effect when inherited maternally, but was harmless when inherited through the male germ line (Nicholls 1993). Detailed mapping using rare familial translocations and other rearrangements (Saitoh et al. 1992, Buiting et al. 1993, Reis et al. 1993, Greger et al. 1994, Nelen et al. 1994, Michaelis et al. 1995) has revealed the smallest region of deletion overlap (SRO) for PWS to be approximately 100-200 kb in size and to include the SNRPN, PAR-5 and PAR-7 genes (Butler et al. 1996), while the SRO for AS deletions lies between the D15S122 and D15S113 loci, being roughly 300 kb in size (Greger et al. 1994). This interval includes the UBE3A and ATP10C genes (Fig. 6).

De novo deletions of 15q11-q13 are quite common. Given the incidence of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes (1/10 000 – 1/ 15 000) and the frequency of deletions in both syndromes (75%), it can be suggested that a 15q11-q13 deletion occurs in about 1/8000 liveborns and is thus a relatively frequent cause of genetic rearrangements in birth defects. The HERC2 sequence just telomeric to the distal breakpoint of the PWS and AS
deletions and some related sequences that comprise END repeats have been shown to include a CpG island promoter (Ji et al. 1999, Amos-Landgraft et al. 1999) and to be transcribed at high levels in male and female germ cells, being probably one factor that enhances the likelihood of 15q11-q13 recombination and facilitates misalignment in germ line tissues (Amos-Landgraft et al. 1999). Environmental factors have also been suggested to have caused deletions in the paternally derived chromosome. Strakowski and Butler (1987) found that an increased incidence (21%) of fathers of children with PWS were employed in occupations where hydrocarbons had been used at the time of conception compared with the fathers of children with the Down or fragile X syndromes (12%), and Cassidy et al. (1989) found that approximately half of the fathers had been exposed to hydrocarbons around conception. In AS, no environmental factors have been reported.

### 2.3.2 Uniparental disomy of chromosome 15

Uniparental disomy (UPD) arises when a child receives both copies of a chromosome (or only a small segment of chromosome) from one of the parents and none from the other parent (Engel 1996, 1997). The frequency of UPD has been estimated to be 2.8/10 000 conceptions (Engel 1980), and it has been reported for all chromosomes except for chromosomes 12, 18 and 19 (Hurst & McVean 1997, Kotzot 1999). Uniparental disomy may occur both as heterodisomy, where sequences from both homologues from the transmitting parent are present, and as isodisomy, in which two genetically identical segments from one parental homologue are present. The origin of UPD depends primarily of non-disjunction (ND) events that may occur in either meiosis I (MI) or meiosis II (MII) segregation.

Uniparental disomy may arise through multiple mechanisms, including: 1) trisomic zygote rescue (fertilization of a disomic egg with normal sperm, resulting in a trisomic foetus with a subsequent loss of the paternal chromosome (or vice versa)), 2) gamete complementation (fertilization of a disomic egg with sperm nullisomic for the same chromosome (or vice versa)), 3) compensatory UPD (a somatic event leading to the replacement of an abnormal or absent chromosome with the normal homologue by post-zygotic duplication) and 4) mitotic errors (mitotic non-disjunction and duplication leading to isodisomy or somatic recombination) (Spence et al. 1988, Cassidy et al. 1992, Engel et al 1993, Engel 1996) (Fig. 7). Uniparental disomy may lead to either normal or abnormal development. In man, it may result in clinical conditions due to either homozygosity for recessive mutations (isodisomy) or the presence of imprinted genes in the chromosome involved (iso- or heterodisomy) (Woodage et al. 1994a, Ledbetter & Engel 1995, Robinson et al. 2000), as is the case in Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome.

The first report of maternal uniparental disomy in Prader-Willi syndrome was published in 1989 (Nicholls et al. 1989b). Maternal uniparental disomy (i.e. both chromosomes 15 inherited only from the mother) has now been shown to occur in approximately 25% of Prader-Willi patients (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascardi et al. 1992, Woodage et al. 1994b). The inheritance of both chromosomes 15 from the mother only
leads to an absence of expression of paternal genes at 15q11-q13, which leads to the phenotype. Most PWS cases with UPD show maternal heterodisomy for chromosome 15 and are mainly thought to result from postzygotic correction of a trisomic embryo (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascaldi et al. 1992, Mutirangura et al. 1993b, Robinson et al. 1993a, Robinson et al. 1998a, Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a). The loss of one of the three chromosomes from a trisomic cell would be expected to result in maternal UPD in 1/3 of cases. In the trisomy rescue scenario, there is also a possibility that, instead of a complete loss of the extra chromosome, a remnant of the chromosome will persist in the derivative cell. This has been described in some Prader-Willi or Angelman patients with UPD15 and a small additional chromosome derived from chromosome 15 (inv dup (15)) (Robinson et al. 1993c).

Fig. 7. Different mechanisms leading to uniparental disomy (UPD). Adapted from Spence et al. (1988).

The first report of maternal uniparental disomy in Prader-Willi syndrome was published in 1989 (Nicholls et al. 1989b). Maternal uniparental disomy (i.e. both chromosomes 15 inherited only from the mother) has now been shown to occur in approximately 25% of Prader-Willi patients (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascaldi et al. 1992, Woodage et al. 1994b). The inheritance of both chromosomes 15 from the mother only leads to an absence of expression of paternal genes at 15q11-q13, which leads to the phenotype. Most PWS cases with UPD show maternal heterodisomy for chromosome 15 and are mainly thought to result from postzygotic correction of a trisomic embryo (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascaldi et al. 1992, Mutirangura et al. 1993b, Robinson et al. 1993a, Robinson et al. 1998a, Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a). The loss of one of the three chromosomes from a trisomic cell would be expected to result in maternal UPD in 1/3 of
cases. In the trisomy rescue scenario, there is also a possibility that, instead of a complete loss of the extra chromosome, a remnant of the chromosome will persist in the derivative cell. This has been described in some Prader-Willi or Angelman patients with UPD15 and a small additional chromosome derived from chromosome 15 (inv dup (15)) (Robinson et al. 1993c).

In paternal uniparental disomy, which accounts for 2-5% of the Angelman patients (Malcolm et al. 1991, Knoll et al. 1991), both chromosomes 15 are derived only from the father, leading to the absence of maternal gene expression of 15q11-q13. In Angelman syndrome, the primary mechanism producing paternal UPD is post-zygotic mitotic duplication of paternal chromosome 15 (monosomy rescue) (Robinson et al. 1993a, Bottani et al. 1994, Chan et al. 1993, Prasad & Wragstaff 1997, Harpey et al. 1998, Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a,b).

The maternal heterodisomy detected in Prader-Willi syndrome is due to a maternal non-disjunction event in meiosis I, and, as in trisomy 21 (Antonarakis et al. 1992), the probability of maternal UPD has been shown to increase exponentially with maternal age (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascardi et al. 1992, Robinson et al. 1993d, Mitchell et al. 1996, Robinson et al. 1996, Ginsburg et al. 2000, Robinson et al. 1998b, Fridman et al. 2000a). In Angelman syndrome, too, postzygotic errors have been associated with increased maternal age, since the primary event is the maternal meiotic non-disjunction leading to a nullisomic egg fertilized by normal sperm and, later, duplication of the paternal chromosome in the zygote (Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a). The age-specific risk for UPD15 in women aged 40 or older has been calculated to be approximately 1/3400 livebirths (Robinson et al. 1996).

Other syndromes where disruption of the normal imprinting pattern due to uniparental disomy has been described are, transient neonatal diabetes mellitus (paternal UPD 6) (James et al. 1995), Silver-Russel syndrome (maternal UPD 7) (Kotzot et al. 1995), Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (paternal UPD 11p15.5) (Henry et al. 1993) and specific conditions due to maternal UPD 2, both maternal and paternal UPD 14, maternal UPD 16 (see Kotzot 1999), maternal UPD 20 (Salafsky et al. 2001) and UPD X (Yorifuji et al. 1998). On the other hand, maternal UPD 10, maternal and paternal UPD 21 and maternal and paternal UPD 22 are associated with a normal phenotype (see Kotzot 1999). Uniparental disomy may also occur within a portion of cells in all individuals simply as a consequence of somatic recombination occurring during mitotic cell divisions. This may be an important step in cancer development (see Tyco et al. 1999) and a factor contributing to other late-onset diseases (Aviv & Aviv 1998).

2.3.3 Imprinting defects of chromosome region 15q11-q13

In approximately 2-4% of Prader-Willi and Angelman patients, the loss of function of imprinted genes in proximal 15q is caused by an imprinting defect (ID) (Buiting et al. 2003). These patients have mutations in the 15q11-q13 region, which affect genomic imprinting in such a way that the patients with PWS have a maternal imprint on the paternal chromosome and fail to express paternally derived genes. Correspondingly, the

Microdeletions in the imprinting centre (IC), varying in size from 5 to 200 kb, have been found in 15-20% of the patients with imprinting defects (Ohta et al. 1999, Buiting et al. 1999a, 2000). In Prader-Willi syndrome, deletions encompassing a 4.3 kb PWS-IC of the bipartite IC on the paternal chromosome 15 prevent the establishment or maintenance of the paternal imprint, resulting in a paternal chromosome carrying a maternal imprint (Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Buiting et al. 1995, Schuffenhauer et al. 1996, Teshima et al. 1996, Ohta et al. 1999a, Bielinska et al. 2000, Buiting et al. 2000, McEntagart et al. 2000, Ming et al. 2000). In Angelman syndrome, deletions affecting the 880 bp AS-IC approximately 35 kb upstream of the PWS-IC on the maternal chromosome 15 prevent the establishment of a maternal imprint, thus resulting in the expression of paternal genes on the maternally derived chromosome 15 (Buiting et al. 1995, Dittrich et al. 1996, Saitoh et al. 1996, Buiting et al. 1999a). Most of the imprinting deletions have been familial, with more than one affected child (Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Buiting et al. 1995, Saitoh et al. 1996, Teshima et al. 1996, Ohta et al. 1999, Buiting et al. 1999a, 2000, McEntagart et al. 2000, Ming et al. 2000).

Other cases that have been identified as imprinting defects have not been associated with detectable deletions in the imprinting centre (Bürger et al. 1997, Schulze et al. 1997, Ohta et al. 1999). Familial recurrence has not been reported for this group of patients. It has been suggested that, in these cases, a de novo random failure to switch the opposite sex imprint to a sex-specific imprint during parental gametogenesis and/or fertilization could lead to the syndrome (Bürger et al. 1997).

In Angelman syndrome, an exceptional imprinting defect due to a maternal paracentric inversion has also been described (Buiting et al. 2001). This inversion was shown to disrupt the imprinting centre by removing AS-IC from PWS-IC in the centre of the imprinted 15q11-q13 domain close to its proximal border, preventing the establishment of a maternal imprint (Buiting et al. 2001).

### 2.3.4 UBE3A gene mutations

Approximately 5% - 10% of Angelman patients have been found to have a mutation in the UBE3A gene (Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Baumer et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2000). So far, over 40 different disease-causing mutations in the coding region of the UBE3A gene have been reported (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fung et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Baumer et al. 1999, Ouweland van der et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2001). The vast majority of UBE3A mutations are protein-truncating mutations (84%, 30 frameshift and 7
nonsense). Missense mutations comprise 9% of the mutations (n=4), and 7% produce a protein product with a changed number of amino acids (n=3). The protein-truncating mutations probably contribute to the phenotype both by reducing \textit{UBE3A} mRNA concentrations and by causing any translation products to be catalytically inactive because of the absence of an important extreme C terminus of the E6-AP protein necessary for catalytic function (Huibregtse et al. 1995, Malzac et al. 1998). Most of the AS-associated missense and single amino acid insertion or deletion mutations also affect the functionally important \textit{hect} domain, and a majority of these mutations have been shown to map to the broad catalytic cleft located at the junction of 2 \textit{hect} domain lobes, interfering with the ubiquitin-thioester bond formation (Huang et al. 1999).

Most of the reported \textit{UBE3A} mutations cluster within exon 9, which covers more than 50% of the coding region (1247 bp) (Kishino & Wagstaff 1998), or within the much smaller exon 16 (121 bp) of the \textit{UBE3A} gene (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fung et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Baumer et al. 1999, Ouveland van der et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2001). In contrast, no mutations have been detected so far in the non-coding exons or the exons 13 and 14. Furthermore, mutations have been identified much more often in familial (75%-80%) than in sporadic (14%-23%) cases, probably due to the more accurate diagnosis of Angelman syndrome in familial cases (Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999).

### 2.3.5 Other structural chromosomal rearrangements involving chromosome 15

Structural abnormalities of the chromosome region 15q11-q13, such as inversions and translocations, account for less than 4% of Prader-Willi syndrome cases and less than 1% of Angelman syndrome cases (Khan & Wood 1999). Most of these rearrangements have been associated with a deletion of 15q11-q13 (Duckett et al. 1984, Elder et al. 1985, Fernandez et al. 1987, Ledbetter et al. 1987, Butler 1990, Cuoco et al. 1990, Hulten et al. 1992, Smeets et al. 1992, Qumsiyeh et al. 1992, Webb et al. 1992, Chan et al. 1993, Reeve et al. 1993, Vickers et al. 1994, Jauch et al. 1995, Spinner et al. 1995, Suzuki et al. 1996, Burke et al. 1996, Wenger et al. 1997, Eliez et al. 1997, Bettio et al. 1997, Krajewska et al. 1998), uniparental disomy (Nicholls et al. 1989b, Smeets et al. 1992, Robinson et al. 1993a, 1994, Freeman et al. 1993, Smith et al. 1993, Smith et al. 1994, Toth-Fejel et al. 1996, Smith et al. 1997a, Bettio et al. 1997, Park et al. 1998) or an imprinting defect (Buiting et al. 2001), and only five translocations in PWS (Sun et al. 1996, Schulze et al. 1996, Conroy et al. 1997, Kuslich et al. 1999, Wirth et al. 2001) and one inversion in AS (Greger et al. 1997) without these changes have been described. In PWS four of these five balanced translocations were inherited from the father (Sun et al. 1996, Kuslich et al. 1999, Schulze et al. 1996, Conroy et al. 1997), while one was a \textit{de novo} change (Wirth et al. 2001). In all cases, the translocation was located within the large polycistronic \textit{SNURF-SNRPN} locus. Two of these patients had a typical PWS phenotype, and in both the translocation disturbed the \textit{SNURF} portion of the \textit{SNURF-SNRPN} transcript (t(15;19) and t(4;15)) (Sun et al. 1996, Kuslich et al. 1999). These patients transcribed multiple paternally expressed genes and transcripts within the 15q11-
q13 region, suggesting that these translocations might uniquely affect the SNURF-SNRPN gene, leading to PWS (Sun et al. 1996, Kuslich et al. 1999). Three patients with atypical PWS phenotypes had balanced translocations (t(9;15), t(2;15) and t(X;15)) with a breakpoint in a previously identified translocation breakpoint cluster between SNURF-SNRPN and IPW (Schulze et al. 1996, Conroy et al. 1997, Wirth et al. 2001). In contrast to typical translocation patients, these patients did not express IPW or PAR-I. The SNURF-IPW interval includes the DR region (Cavaille et al. 2000, Meguro et al. 2001a), which has been suggested to function as a structural regulatory element maintaining the paternal chromosome in a largely unmethylated state in somatic cells (Meguro et al. 2001a). While the translocation breakpoint cluster is located within this region (Wirth et al. 2001), these translocations might disturb the function of the DR region corresponding to some aspects of PWS.

In the case of Angelman syndrome, the maternally inherited paracentric inversion had one breakpoint within the UBE3A gene, inactivating the maternally active allele leading to the AS phenotype in this patient (Greger et al. 1997, Kishino et al. 1997).

2.4 Genotype-phenotype correlations

In Prader-Willi syndrome, patients with deletion and uniparental disomy have displayed subtle phenotypic differences in many cases (Lai et al. 1993, Gillessen-Kaesbach et al. 1995a, Mitchell et al. 1996, Saitoh et al. 1997, Cassidy et al. 1997c, Gunay et al. 1997, Rogan et al. 1998, Dykens and Cassidy 1999). Patients with UPD usually fulfil the criteria for classical PWS, but the manifestations have generally been reported to be somewhat milder than those of patients with deletions. In addition to minor physical differences, slightly, although significantly, higher IQ values have been observed among patients with maternal UPD compared to those with paternal deletion (Dykens & Cassidy 1999). Furthermore, two atypical patients with UPD were shown to express some of the chromosome 15 alleles that are ordinarily silent in typical PWS patients, suggesting that the milder phenotype in these patients might be due to the expression of some paternal genes as a consequence of relaxed imprinting (Rogan et al. 1998). The phenotype of the PWS cases with an imprinting defect could be predicted to be equivalent to the UPD cases. So far, clinical analyses of seven PWS patients with ID from three families have been published (Lubinsky et al. 1987, Östravick et al. 1992, Saitoh et al. 1997). These patients fulfilled the clinical criteria for PWS, but lacked hypopigmentation, which has been shown to be due to a deficiency of the non-imprinted P gene in both PWS and AS patients with deletion of 15q11-q13 (Gardner et al. 1992, Lee et al. 1994). The P gene is a tyrosine transporter gene important for the development of pigment of skin, hair and irides (Spritz et al. 1997). P protein deficiency also causes strabismus, which is often seen in patients with deletion (Wiesner et al. 1987, King et al. 1993).

Certain phenotypic differences have also been reported in Angelman patients with different genetic causes, although most of the patients with different defects have been considered typical (Bottani et al. 1994, Gillessen-Kaesbach et al. 1995, Bürger et al. 1996, Smith et al. 1996, 1997a, Moncla et al. 1999a,b). Several reports suggest more severe and frequent seizures, ataxia and lower cognitive function in AS patients with
maternal deletions (Williams et al. 1995b, Smith et al. 1996, Minassian et al. 1998, Lossie et al. 2001). It has been suggested that the more severe epilepsy and seizure phenotype seen in these cases might be due to a deletion of a cluster of \textit{GABA}_A receptor genes within the 15q11-q13 domain (DeLorey et al. 1998, Minassian et al. 1998). The 15q11-q13 deletion has also been suggested to lead a reduced number of \textit{GABRB3} receptors affecting brain development (Holopainen et al. 2001). The same chromosomal region is deleted on the paternal chromosome in Prader-Willi syndrome, and these patients do not have seizures or other AS features. This discrepancy could be easily explained by paternal imprinting. However, the status of the genomic imprinting of a cluster of \textit{GABA}_A receptor genes is uncertain, showing paternal imprinting with maternal gene expression in placenta (Kubota et al. 1994), maternal imprinting in rodent-human cell hybrids (Meguro et al. 1997) and biallelic expression in brain, the latter finding arguing against a role for these genes in the molecular pathogenesis of AS (Rougeulle & Lalande 1998b). Instead of imprinting, the possible role of anomalous \textit{GABA}_A neurotransmission in AS might involve a threshold effect with a concomitant reduction in \textit{GABRB3} gene expression accompanying a loss of maternally inherited \textit{UBE3A} function (Nicholls 1998).

Angelman patients with paternal uniparental disomy or an imprinting defect have been less prone to show microcephaly and ataxia, and they also appear to have less severe or frequent seizures. Furthermore, they have greater mental facility with rudimentary communication, such as signing or gesturing (Bottani et al. 1994, Gillessen-Kaesbach et al. 1995a, Bürger et al. 1996, Smith et al. 1997a, 1998, Saitoh et al. 1997, Minassian et al. 1998, Giellessen-Kaesbach et al. 1999, Dupont et al. 2000b, Lossie et al. 2001). The milder symptoms in UPD and ID patients have been suggested to be a consequence of the \textit{UBE3A} gene showing incomplete imprinting in brain (Albrecht et al. 1997, Rougeulle et al. 1997, Vu & Hoffman 1997), thus resulting in a double dose of paternal allelic expression of this gene.

Milder Angelman syndrome phenotypes have also been associated with \textit{UBE3A} mutations and with less severe ataxia, epilepsy and microcephaly in some cases compared to the phenotypes involving deletion (Minassian et al. 1998, Moncla et al. 1999a, 1999b). When the symptoms and different types of \textit{UBE3A} mutation (i.e. truncating mutations and missense mutations affecting the \textit{hect} domain of E6-AP ligase) were compared, no differences were observed in the phenotype, and it is still unclear whether missense mutations, which do not directly involve the \textit{hect} domain, may lead to milder forms of the disorder, as was suggested in a patient with missense mutation (C21Y) in exon 8 (Matsuura et al. 1997).

### 2.5 Inheritance and risks of recurrence of Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome

Most Prader-Willi and Angelman patients have been sporadic, and familial recurrence has been described only in families with structural chromosomal rearrangements, imprinting defects with a deletion in the imprinting centre or, in Angelman syndrome, \textit{UBE3A}
mutations. In the case of IC and UBE3A mutations, the risk for an affected child may be increased even in distant relatives, since the mutation can theoretically be passed silently in the family by the mechanism of inheritance of imprinted diseases.

Based on an estimation derived from cumulative data of many large surveys of Prader-Willi and Angelman cases, the risk of recurrence in families where a proband has a common de novo deletion without chromosomal rearrangement is less than 1% (Horsthemke et al. 1996, Connerton-Moyer et al. 1997, Cassidy et al. 1997b). In contrast, in rare families with small deletions, the recurrence risk might be as high as 50% if the deletion encompassing only the Prader-Willi syndrome chromosome region (PWCR) is inherited from the father or if the mother is a carrier of the deletion encompassing only the Angelman syndrome chromosome region (ASCR) (Hamabe et al. 1991b, Saitoh et al 1992). Other patrilineal (PWCR deletions) and matrilineal (ASCR deletions) relatives may also be at risk to have affected children or grandchildren due to the imprinting inheritance mechanism.

If the deletion identified in a proband is due to unbalanced rearrangement, the risk to the family depends on whether the rearrangement is inherited or de novo (Horsthemke et al. 1996, Stalker & Williams 1998a), being less than 1% in the latter case. Instead, parental transmission of unbalanced rearrangement may lead to 15q11-q13 deletions due to abnormal meiotic segregation and will result in case-specific recurrence risks (Hulten et al. 1991, Smeets et al. 1992). Furthermore, parental translocation may predispose to the formation of de novo deletions with normal chromosomes due to unequal crossing-over between derivative and normal chromosomes 15, as was described in two Prader-Willi patients (Horsthemke et al. 1996).

Based on the lack of recurrence among all known cases of uniparental disomy for chromosome 15, the experience of UPD in other disorders and theoretical consideration regarding the mechanism of UPD, the risk of recurrence in families where the syndromes are due to uniparental disomy without translocation is less than 1% (Stalker & Williams 1998a). In families where the parent of the affected child carries a balanced translocation raising slightly the probability of occurrence of non-disjunction at meiosis, the recurrence risk is case-specific.

Families with an imprinting control centre (IC) deletion have a 50% recurrence risk if one of the parents (father in PWS, mother in AS) carries the deletion (Buiting et al. 1995, Ishikawa et al. 1996, Reis et al. 1994, Teshima et al. 1996, Saitoh et al. 1997, Ming et al. 2000). Other male (in PWS) or female (in AS) relatives who carry a known deletion in IC are also at 50% risk of having an affected child, whereas female (PWS) or male (AS) relatives who carry the mutation are at risk to have affected grandchildren through sons (PWS) and daughters (AS) who inherit the mutation (Fig 8). In contrast, all imprinting defects without IC deletion have been sporadic and thus probably represent a de novo defect in the imprinting process in 15q11-q13 (Bürger et al. 1997, Buiting et al. 2003). Therefore, the risk in such families is less than 1%.

UBE3A mutations, which are detected in approximately 10% of Angelman patients, may be inherited or represent new mutations (Matsuura et al. 1997, Kishino et al. 1997, Fung et al. 1998, Malzac et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Ouweland van der et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2001). When the proband’s mother has a UBE3A mutation, the risk of recurrence is 50%. Female relatives of the mother who carry the same mutation also have a 50% risk of having a child with AS. Male relatives of the
mother who have the defect are not at risk of having affected children, but are at risk of having affected grandchildren through their daughters who have inherited the defect from them (Fig. 8).

Both somatic and gonadal mosaicism in parents may increase the risk of recurrence in families with patients as a result of IC deletion (PWS and AS) (Saitoh et al. 1996, Gilbert et al. 1997, Bielinska et al. 1999) or UBE3A gene mutations (AS) (Malzac et al. 1998). In the case of parental mosaicism, the recurrence risk depends on the ratio of mutant to normal germ cells (Stalker et al. 1998b). The theoretical risk of gonadal mosaicism for the deletion of 15q11-q13 has been estimated to be less than 0.5% (Gardner & Sutherland 1996), but should be taken into consideration in genetic counselling.

The majority of Angelman cases without identifiable molecular aberration have been sporadic, but there are some reports of families with more than one affected sibling, and the theoretical possibility of a 50% recurrence risk cannot be excluded (Stalker & Williams 1998a).

The recurrence risks in families with different genetic mechanisms are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Percentages of different genetic defects and the estimated recurrence risks in Prader-Willi (PWS) and Angelman (AS) syndromes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genetic defect</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Recurrence risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deletion of 15q11-q13</td>
<td>70-75%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbalanced rearrangement of 15q11-q13</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>increased (case-specific)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uniparental disomy of chromosome 15</td>
<td>~25% (PWS)</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-7% (AS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD due to unbalanced rearrangement</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>increased (case-specific)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutation in imprinting centre</td>
<td>1-3%</td>
<td>50% if present in father (PWS) or mother (AS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other imprinting defect</td>
<td>1-3%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBE3A mutation</td>
<td>~10% (AS)</td>
<td>50% if present in mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no identifiable molecular abnormality</td>
<td>~10% (AS)</td>
<td>theoretically up to 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Laboratory diagnostics of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

Although the involvement of chromosome 15 in Prader-Willi patients with translocation became obvious during the late 1970’s (Hawkley & Smithies 1976, Zuffardi et al. 1978, Kucerova et al. 1979, Guanti 1980) after the introduction of chromosome banding (Dutrillaux & Lejeune 1971), the laboratory diagnosis of PWS first became possible when de novo deletions of 15q11-q13 were detected by high-resolution chromosome studies in patients with PWS (Ledbetter et al. 1981) and, few years later, also in Angelman patients (Magenis et al. 1987). In a significant number of patients, however, the genetic defect remained unresolved until the development of molecular techniques.

2.6.1 Cytogenetic detection of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

2.6.1.1 Detection of deletions at 15q11-q13

Chromosome 15 is prone to deletions due to repeat sequences flanking the q11-q13 region. These microdeletions could usually be detected by high-resolution analysis of chromosome 15. This analysis is based on a chemical block at an earlier stage of the cell cycle, so that when cultures are subsequently released from the block, the cells proceed in synchrony into complete division. With knowledge of the cell cycle, careful timing allows harvesting of cultures with a high proportion of prophase, prometaphase or early metaphase cells (Yunis 1976).

The most commonly used chemical blocking agent has been methotrexate (MTX), which inhibits the synthesis of folic acid required for the production of thymidine, which, in turn, is required for DNA synthesis at the G1/S interface. The MTX block can be
released by washing and adding thymidine (Yunis 1976) or bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (Pai & Thomas 1980), which has the added advantage of mildly inhibiting chromosome condensation. Other chemical agents, such as Fluorodeoxyuridine (FUrD), have also been used to block the mitotic cycle and to synchronize the cells (Webber & Carson 1983).

Although the interstitial deletion of 15q11-q13 was usually detectable by high-resolution chromosome analysis, both false-negative and false-positive results have been obtained in more specific molecular and fluorescence in situ hybridization analyses (Robinson et al. 1991, Trent et al. 1991, Beuten et al. 1993, Chan et al. 1993, Delach et al. 1994, Saitoh et al. 1994a,b, Butler 1995, Petersen et al. 1995, Webb et al. 1995, White & Knoll 1995, Teshima et al. 1995, Erdel et al. 1996), and high-resolution chromosome analysis has been shown to be insufficient for deletion detection. However, cytogenetic methods are still useful in the identification of translocations predisposing to 15q11-q13 deletions or uniparental disomy.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) has been shown to be a much more accurate method for the detection of 15q11-q13 deletions than conventional cytogenetic methods (Kuwano et al. 1992, Delach et al. 1994, Butler 1995, Smith et al. 1995, Teshima et al. 1996, Dewald et al. 1996). FISH is based on in situ hybridization of a nucleic acid probe into nucleic acids within cytological preparations. For the detection of microdeletions, biotin- and digoxigenin-labelled locus-specific probes within the common deletion boundaries (e.g., D15S11, SNRPN, D15S10, GABRB3) were mostly used in conjunction with secondary reagents (e.g., avidin or antidigoxigenin antibodies conjugated to fluorescein or rhodamine), displayed now by commercial directly fluorophorated probes. These probes have the advantage that they can be visualized immediately after the posthybridization washes. For the detection of deletion and the identification of cases where the deletion is due to translocation, two-colour FISH using a probe within the typical deletion boundaries and a centromeric probe has been shown to be optimal (see ASHG/ACMG report 1996).

### 2.6.1.2 Detection of uniparental disomy of chromosome 15

The detection of uniparental disomy from cytological preparations has been based on the observation that an imprinted domain in 15q11-q13 displays asynchronous replication timing between homologous loci in a higher percentage of cells than probes from non-imprinted regions, the paternally derived locus replicating earlier than the maternal one at D15S9, D15S63, SNRPN, D15S10 and GABRB3, and the maternal locus replicating earlier than the paternal one at GABRA5 (Kitsberg et al. 1993, Knoll et al. 1994, LaSalle & Lalonde 1995). By using a technique for detecting the replication of specific genomic sites in interphase nuclei by FISH, single-sequence hybridization results in two discrete signals in G1 cells (unreplicated chromosomes) and two pairs of discrete signals in G2 cells (both homologues replicated), while asynchronous replication is visualized as a single hybridization signal (singlet) on one chromosome and a doublet on the other chromosome (G1-G2 cells). In this analysis, UPD patients are recognized based on their significantly lower population of asynchronously replicating cells (3% - 11%) compared
to patients with biparental inheritance (21% - 36%) (White et al. 1996). This test can be used on interphase cells from the same hybridized cytological preparation as that used for deletion detection. The test is, however, not commonly used for diagnostic purposes.

2.6.2 Molecular methods

2.6.2.1 Detection of deletions at 15q11-q13

The isolation of molecular probes specific for chromosome 15q11-q13 (Donlon et al. 1986) has enabled more accurate detection or exclusion of deletions in this region. For this purpose, quantitative Southern blot hybridization of HindIII-digested DNA with 15q11-q13 specific probes showing no polymorphism has been used (Latt et al. 1986, Tantravahi et al. 1989). The evaluation of the copy number in this area is done by simultaneous hybridization of a control probe detecting DNA sequences at some other chromosome than 15. The gene doses at 15q11-q13 are determined by comparing the ratios of the hybridization densities of the chromosome 15 probe to the control probe in densitometric analysis from at least two exposures (Tantravahi et al. 1989, Imaizumi et al. 1990, Hamabe et al. 1991a,b, Zackowski et al. 1993). In quantitative Southern blot analysis with the cDNA probe hN4HS containing sequences complementary to the SNRPN gene located at 15q12 and to the pseudogene SNRPNI located at chromosome 6, the latter can be used as an internal control in the determination of the dosage of the chromosome 15 specific fragment (Özcelik et al. 1992).

Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) have also been used in the detection of deletions (Nicholls et al. 1989a). In this analysis, the dosages of each allele at 15q11-q13 in a test sample are compared to the dosages of a normal control heterozygote. RFLP analysis has been shown to simplify the determination of copy number in the hemizygote state compared to an analysis in the absence of polymorphism. For the detection of deletions, a combination of RFLPs and a non-chromosome 15 control probe has also been used (Robinson et al. 1991).

In some cases, the detection of deletions has been based on the transmission of polymorphic alleles from parents to the proband, the absence of an obligate parental allele in the proband being indicative of a deletion (Gregory et al. 1990). In such analysis, the use of polymorphic markers only at 15q11-q13 may lead to misinterpretation, as isodisomy and deletions yield similar results. Therefore, markers outside the 15q11-q13 region should also be used.

2.6.2.2 Detection of uniparental disomy of chromosome 15

Identification of uniparental disomy has been based on the observation of the inheritance of parental alleles to the patient. The presence of only either maternal (PWS) or paternal (AS) alleles of chromosome 15 is indicative of uniparental disomy (Mutirangura et al.
In the detection of UPD, the use of RFLPs has been replaced by more informative microsatellite or short tandem repeat (STR) markers with a large number of alleles easily detectable by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Both markers within and outside the PWS/AS critical region are used, and the analysis requires DNA samples from the patient and both parents.

2.6.2.3 DNA methylation test as a screening method for the detection of an abnormal imprinting pattern

Several different regions of imprinted 15q11-q13 have been shown to exhibit different maternal and paternal methylation, which can be used in the diagnosis of Prader-Willi syndrome and Angelman syndrome (Driscoll et al. 1992, Dittrich et al. 1992, Sutcliffe et al. 1994, Glenn et al. 1996). The parent-specific DNA methylation imprint of the AS/PWS region has been typically determined by using Southern hybridization and methylation-sensitive restriction enzymes with DN34/ZNF127 (Driscoll et al. 1992), PW71B (Dittrich et al. 1992) and/or KB17 (Glenn et al. 1996) as a probe (Fig 9). This test is based on the observation that, at these loci, the maternally inherited segment is extensively methylated, while the paternally inherited contribution is unmethylated. Double-digested DNA with two different endonucleases, of which one is methylation-sensitive, not cleaving the DNA sequence when the cytosine residues are methylated, makes it possible to distinguish the maternally and paternally derived alleles (Dittrich et al. 1996b, Gillessen-Kaesbach et al. 1995b, Kubota et al. 1996a). If the DNA methylation test demonstrates only the methylated maternal allele, PWS is confirmed, while in the case of AS, only the unmethylated paternal allele is observed. Parental samples are not required for this test. In addition to Southern blot analysis, the development of methylation-specific PCR (MSP) assays now allows more rapid analysis of these syndromes (Kosaki et al. 1997, Kubota et al. 1997, Zeschnighk et al. 1997, Chotai & Payne 1998). The DNA methylation test identifies patients with deletion, uniparental disomy or imprinting defect, but it does not distinguished between these changes, and further testing of patients with an abnormal parent-specific DNA methylation imprint has been required to establish the molecular class of these syndromes.
Fig. 9. DNA methylation test in the diagnosis of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes. DNA was digested with *XbaI* and *NotI* and probed with KB17. PWS patient is missing the paternally derived 0.9 kb band, whereas AS patient is missing the maternally derived 4.2 kb band. N1-N3 = normal result.

### 2.6.2.4 Detection of imprinting centre (IC) mutations in imprinting defects

In patients with imprinting defects, i.e. those with abnormal methylation imprinting and exclusion of deletions and UPD, possible mutations in the imprinting centre (IC) have been searched for by Southern blot analysis using several IC-specific probes spanning the imprinting centre (deletions), by sequencing of IC exons or by heteroduplex analysis (HA) of IC3/AS-IC and PWS-IC, followed by sequencing of abnormal products (point mutations, nucleotide insertions/deletions) (Buiting et al 1995). The screening for mutation by heteroduplex analysis is based on the different mobilities of homoduplexes (containing two wild-type alleles) and heteroduplexes (containing a mutant and a wild-type allele) on non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (see Glavac & Dean 1995).
2.6.2.5 Mutation analyses of the UBE3A gene

To identify UBE3A mutations in Angelman patients, both direct sequencing of amplified genomic DNA (Matsuura et al. 1997, Fung et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Lossie et al. 2001) and sequencing of the abnormal products detected by single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) have been used (Kishino et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998, Baumer et al. 1999). Sequencing of the gene is a reliable, but expensive and laborious method. SSCP is a commonly used mutation screening method, which is based on the defined secondary structure of a single-stranded DNA under specific conditions, and where an altered sequence leads to mobility shifts in electrophoresis (Orita et al. 1989a,b). The sensitivity of SSCP is best with fragments of less than 200 bp, being 60% – 95% (see Cotton 1993, Eng & Vijg 1997). In UBE3A mutation screening, 27 different primer pairs have been used (Malzac et al. 1998).

2.6.2.6 Other aspects of laboratory diagnosis

Gene expression detected by PCR of reverse-transcribed RNA (RT-PCR) has been used as a tool for diagnosing Prader-Willi syndrome (Wevrick & France 1996). This test is based on the fact that the SNRPN gene is expressed only from the paternally derived chromosome 15 and thus not in patients with PWS. PCR is done on the first strand cDNA product of reverse transcription with primers corresponding to the SNRPN gene and control primers amplifying the DNA sequences outside chromosome 15. The SNRPN expression test has been shown to be rapid and sensitive for the detection of PWS, but it cannot be used in molecular diagnosis of Angelman syndrome.

The laboratory diagnosis of PWS or AS has been mostly done from blood samples, although, in some rare cases, diagnostic testing has also been done from chorionic villus samples (CVS) or amniotic fluid cells. In prenatal diagnosis, the DNA methylation test using the KB17 probe has been shown to give reliable results even in early pregnancies. Instead, the D15S63 locus detected by the PW71 probe is hypomethylated in both maternal and paternal chromosome 15 in CVS and some amniotic fluid samples and is thus unreliable (Kubota et al. 1996b, Slater et al. 1997, Glenn et al. 2000). In addition to families with known increased recurrence risks of PWS or AS, prenatal diagnosis should be offered if trisomy 15 mosaicism is detected on CVS or amniocentesis, if cytogenetic deletion is suspected when analyzing these samples or if a de novo translocation involving chromosome 15 or a dicentric chromosome 15 marker is detected (Christian et al. 96).

2.6.3 Diagnostic approaches

The diagnostic approaches different laboratories use differ from each other. Some laboratories begin their examinations with chromosome and FISH analyses to detect deletions, followed by the DNA methylation test if the deletion is not found. However,
beginning with the DNA methylation test, deletions as well as uniparental disomy and imprinting defects can be recognized. In the case of an abnormal methylation imprint, quantitative DNA or FISH analysis and microsatellite analysis are recommended to distinguish between these changes. If deletion is found, also chromosomes 15 of the father (PWS) or the mother (AS) should be examined by using FISH (see the statement of the American Society of Human Genetics and American College of Medical Genetics 1996).

In the case of imprinting defect, the mutation analysis of the imprinting centre should be done to detect families with high recurrence risk. Furthermore, in Angelman syndrome, if no deletion, uniparental disomy, or imprinting defect is found in the patient with typical symptoms, the mutation analysis of UBE3A gene should be performed (Stalker et al. 1998).
3 Purposes of the present study

At the time when this study was initiated, many Prader-Willi patients and some Angelman patients were shown to have a deletion of the chromosome region 15q11-q13, and the deletions in PWS were strongly suspected to be of paternal origin. During the years 1989 – 1991, it was confirmed that the origin of the deletion was exclusively paternal in PWS and maternal in AS, respectively. However, in approximately 30 % of PWS and AS cases, the genetic defect remained unknown, and towards the end of the year 1989, the first report of uniparental disomy as a cause of Prader-Willi syndrome was published. Later, it became obvious that both syndromes may result from several different mechanisms, such as deletion, uniparental disomy, imprinting defect and, in Angelman syndrome, a mutation in a single gene, and that in both syndromes the basic reason is the lack of expression of paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) gene(s) of the imprinted chromosome 15 region q11-q13. Although the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes are predominantly sporadic diseases, some families with more than one affected child have been described.

The specific aims of the present study were:

1. To find out and describe the genetic changes in the chromosomal region 15q11-q13 in Finnish Prader-Willi and Angelman patients and to study the possible inheritance of these syndromes.
2. To study the size and parental origin of the deletions observed at 15q11-q13 in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes.
3. To study the nature and origin of uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes.
4. To study the role and origin of imprinting defects in the chromosome region 15q11-q13 in PWS and AS.
5. To study the nature and origin of mutations of the UBE3A gene in Finnish Angelman syndrome patients.
6. To assess the role of different methods in the diagnosis of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes.
4 Materials and methods

Detailed descriptions of the subjects and methods have been presented in the original articles (I–V).

4.1 Subjects (I-V)

4.1.1 Prader-Willi and Angelman patients

The patient series studied was collected during the years 1989-2000 from amongst the patients referred to the Genetics Laboratory at Oulu University Hospital for a genetic diagnosis of either Prader-Willi or Angelman syndrome.

At the initial stages of the study, most of the diagnostic samples came from Northern Finland, but later on, especially samples for Angelman syndrome were increasingly received from all parts of the country. The referring clinical units included departments of clinical genetics, paediatrics, neuropaediatrics and institutions for mentally handicapped subjects. The patients had been seen by clinicians experienced in the diagnosis of developmental disorders. The patients from Northern Finland had been seen at the Department of Clinical Genetics at Oulu University Hospital or at the outreach clinics in its catchment area.

As to Prader-Willi syndrome, at the first stage of the study in the years 1989 to 1994, a group of 41 patients suspected of having the syndrome were available for detailed laboratory tests. By using the diagnostic criteria proposed by Holm et al (1993) (Table 1), modified by excluding genetic abnormalities in 15q11-q13 from the list and using a six-point score as the diagnostic limit for PWS in children aged over three years, 27 patients were included as typical PWS patients, and 14 atypical patients were excluded. The subsequent PWS cases were collected from a more heterogeneous set of laboratory referrals; all patients with an observed genetic defect were either seen at the outpatient department or evaluated based on information obtained from the referring physicians.
and/or hospital records. The ultimate PWS series consisted of altogether 76 patients. The ages of the patients ranged between one week and 38 years.

The Angelman syndrome series consisted of 47 patients. The clinical features of the patients were assessed during their visit to the Department of Clinical Genetics, or if seen elsewhere, from hospital records and/or laboratory remittance, except in the case of UBE3A mutation analysis, where the clinical assessment was done either at the Department of Clinical Genetics or in collaboration with the referring physicians outside Northern Finland, and all were considered to fulfill the diagnostic criteria proposed by Williams et al. (1995a) (Table 2). The ages of the AS patients ranged from 4 months to 37 years.

### 4.1.2 Family and control materials

To assess the origin and inheritance of the observed genetic changes, the parents and also other selected relatives were included in the study. Altogether 113 parents of PWS and 56 parents of AS patients and 14 other relatives of AS patients were studied (183 individuals).

In UBE3A mutation analysis, DNA of 100 unrelated control individuals (= 200 alleles) was investigated for the presence of the UBE3A mutations detected in the AS patients.

### 4.2 Laboratory analyses

Several different methods were used in this study. The high-resolution chromosome analysis of 15q11-q13 was used to detect a deletion or other structural changes, and it was later replaced by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis in selected cases. Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) together with quantitative analysis was used to identify deletions and uniparental disomy and to determine the size of the deletion, and RFLP analysis was used to detect the parental origin of the deletion or UPD. Microsatellite analysis was used to determine the size of the deletion detected by quantitative analysis, to identify uniparental disomy and to investigate its origin, to detect the parental origin of a deletion or UPD, to identify imprinting defects from patients with abnormal methylation imprint and for haplotype analysis of these patients and their families. DNA methylation analysis was made on the patients with no deletion or uniparental disomy, to identify the patients with imprinting defects. Furthermore, this analysis was also made on all the other patients to find out how different probes could be used to recognize patients with different types of deletion, UPD or imprinting defect and to estimate their use in the diagnosis of PWS and AS. Later, this method was used as a primary test for the recognition of patients with either PWS or AS. Detection of the possible specific mutation at the imprinting centre (IC) was done in collaboration with German colleagues. For the detection and identification of specific UBE3A mutations, conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) and sequencing were used, respectively.
4.2.1 Cytogenetic and fluorescence in situ hybridization analyses (I, III, IV)

A high-resolution chromosome analysis was performed using peripheral blood and the GBG method (G bands with bromodeoxyuridine using Giemsa, Dutrillaux & Viega-Pequegnot 1981). To find prometaphases with chromosomes 15 at greater than 650-band accuracy, the chromosome preparations were screened under a normal light microscope. At least five chromosome pairs 15 were analyzed and photographed with a chromosome analyzer (CytoScan, Applied Imaging).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis was done on either prometaphase or ordinary chromosome preparations. One-colour FISH was performed with digoxigenin-labelled D15S10/PML and SNRPN/PML probes obtained from Oncor, observing the protocols recommended by the manufacturer. For dual-colour FISH studies, a biotin-labelled D15S11/PML and digoxigenin-labelled D15S10/PML probes (Oncor) and a D15Z1/SNRPN/PML directly labelled dual-colour probe set (Vysis) were used in accordance with the protocols provided by the manufacturers. Analyses through a single band pass filter set for FITC, TRITC and DAPI and figures were done using the CytoVision™ system (Applied Imaging) connected to an epifluorescence microscope (Leica).

4.2.2 DNA extraction (I, II, III, IV, V)

Genomic DNA was isolated from venous blood lymphocytes by a conventional phenol/chloroform extraction method (Sambrook et al. 1989).

4.2.3 RFLP and quantitative analyses (I, II, III, IV)

Both in RFLP and quantitative studies, the following nine chromosome 15q11-q13 specific probes were used: IR39 (D15S18), ML34 (D15S9), IR4-3R (D15S11), 189-1 (D15S13), 3-21 (D15S10), IR10-1 (D15S12) (Donlon et al. 1986), hN4HS (SNRPN) (Özcelik et al. 1992), 28β-3H (GABRB3) (Wagstaff et al. 1991b) and CMW-1 (D15S24) (Rich et al. 1988). For quantitative studies, the chromosome 13 and 19 specific probe H2-26 (Lalande et al. 1984) and pCKMM3' (Coerwinkel-Driessen et al. 1988) were used as control probes, with the exception of the probe hN4Hs, which detects DNA sequences at the SNRPN (15q12) and SNRPNP1 (6pter-p21) loci, the latter serving as an internal control. RFLP and quantitative analyses were done using standard methods (Southern 1975). The probes were radiolabelled with [$\alpha$-32P]-dCTP by nick-translation or random priming, using a commercial kit (Boehringer Mannheim), and hybridized to the DNA fragments bound either onto nitrocellulose (Schlecher and Schull) or nylon (Magnagraph, MSI) membranes. After post-hybridization washes, autoradiography was performed using
1 – 7 days exposures. Deletions were determined by visual inspection and/or by densitometric scanning of autoradiograms (Laser Scanner, Molecular Dynamics, Ins.). The average density ratio of the chromosome 15 and the control probe bands within a single electrophoretic lane was calculated in order to determine the copy number at each locus (corrected for background levels). Dosages of each locus in non-PWS/AS individuals were normalized to a control value of 1.0 ± 0.2. Dosages of patients were determined relative to this control value. Deletion was considered when value was ≤ 0.6.

The origin of the defect was detected by RFLP analysis by observing the lack of the paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) allele.

4.2.4 Microsatellite analyses (I, II, III, IV)

In the microsatellite studies, nine chromosome 15q11-q13 specific markers (D15S542, D15S11, D15S128, D15S122, D15S113, GABRB3, D15S97, GABRA5, D15S156) and six markers distal to the 15q11-q13 region (D15S165, D15S118, CYP-19, FES, D15S125, D15S87) were used. The oligonucleotide primer sequences and the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions were obtained from the Genome Data Base (http://gdbwww.gdb.org/) or the report of the second International Chromosome 15 Workshop (Malcom et al. 1994).

Polymerase chain reactions were carried out using alternatively non-radioactive (I) or radioactive methods (II, III, IV). In the non-radioactive protocol, the amplified PCR products were resolved by electrophoresis on 8 % or 10 % polyacrylamide sequencing gels, and the gels were silver-stained according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Silver Stain Kit, Bio-Rad). In the radioactive protocol, a radiolabelled nucleotide [α-32P]-dCTP was included during the amplification of target DNA. After electrophoresis of the PCR products on 7 % polyacrylamide sequencing gel, the gel was transferred to blotting paper and autorography was performed.

4.2.5 DNA methylation analyses (I, II, III, IV)

Southern blot analyses of the parent-of-origin DNA methylation imprints were done using the probes DN34, PW71B and KB17 (Table 4). In Prader-Willi syndrome the paternal fragment and in Angelman syndrome the maternal fragment is either diminished (DN34) or lacking (PW71B, KB17).

Table 4. Probes used in the parent-of-origin DNA methylation analysis. Mat = maternal imprint, pat = paternal imprint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Enzymes</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DN34</td>
<td>ZNF127</td>
<td>EcoRI/HpaII</td>
<td>4.3-kb (mat)</td>
<td>Driscoll et al.1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0-kb (mat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5-kb (pat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW71B</td>
<td>D15S63</td>
<td>HindIII/HpaII</td>
<td>6.6-kb (mat)</td>
<td>Dittrich et al. 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.7-kb (pat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB17</td>
<td>SNRPN exon 1</td>
<td>XhoI/NotI</td>
<td>4.2-kb (mat)</td>
<td>Glenn et al. 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9-kb (pat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.6 Mutation analyses of the imprinting centre (IC) at 15q11-q13 (II, III)

Detection of the possible specific mutation at the imprinting centre (IC) was done collaboratively at the Institute of Human Genetics, University of Essen, Germany. Deletion analysis of IC was performed by means of quantitative Southern blot analysis with a battery of probes from the IC (λ71.13, λ48.18, λ48.45, λ48.19, 48.1, λ48.2, 48.43, λ48.11, λ48.41, λ48.6, λ48.8, λ49.39, λ48.24, λ48.3, λ48.29, λ48.22, λ48.33, λ48.25, λ48.17, λ48.40, λ48.28, λ48.26 and λ12 (Buiting et al. 1995).

For mutation screening, IC exons were amplified by PCR, sequenced on both strands as described by Bürger et al. (1997) and analyzed on an ABI 377A DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems).

IC3/AS-IC and PWS-IC (PWS-IC-C, PWS-IC-T) were analyzed by heteroduplex analysis. After PCR amplification, the products were digested to produce smaller fragments. These fragments were subjected to heteroduplex analysis on high-resolution polyacrylamide gels, as described by Lohmann et al. (1996). Abnormal bands were sequenced.

BglII/MspI-digested DNA and the KB17 probe were used for the analysis of the SNRPN locus to study the grandpaternal origin of the affected chromosome 15 in the cases with imprinting defects.

4.2.7 Mutation analyses of the UBE3A gene (V)

4.2.7.1 Conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) analysis

Conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) was used to define the alterations in all protein-coding exons of UBE3A (exons 8 to 16), with the exception of exon 7, and the
corresponding slice site junctions. CSGE is based on the different mobilities of homo- and heteroduplexes formed by heat denaturation and subsequent reannealing of the two forms of DNA and electrophoreses in mildly denaturing agents enhancing the conformational changes in the heteroduplex (Ganguly & Williams 1997, Körkkö et al. 1998). The primers were designed to be at least 60 bp of both the 5’- and the 3’-flanking sequences of the target sequence, to detect correctly all the mismatches. Exon 8 was amplified in two and exon 9 in five parts, the others could be amplified in one part. The primer sequences, the annealing temperatures and the sizes of the PCR products are presented in Table 2 in article V. After amplification of the target DNA by PCR, the products were denatured at 98°C for 5 min and annealed at 68°C for 30 min, to allow formation of DNA heteroduplexes, and stored at 4°C. The PCR products were electrophoresed in mildly denaturing 10% polyacrylamide gel, stained with ethidium bromide, visualized with a UV transilluminator and photographed for analysis. All the band shifts were verified by repetition of PCR and CSGE.

In the case of suspected mosaicism, at least three independent CSGE analyses of the mother and the child were done. The dosage of the abnormal allele was compared to the dosage of the normal allele in the samples of both the mother and the child.

4.2.7.2 DNA sequencing

Samples showing variant bands after mutation analysis by CSGE were sequenced using the original primers. Exon 7 was also analyzed by sequencing, using the primers described by Kishino & Wagstaff (1998) for SSCP analysis. PCR products were analyzed either by manual sequencing (Cyclist Exo’ Pfu DNA Sequencing Kit Stratagene) or by an automated DNA sequencer (the Li-Cor IR2 4200-S DNA Analysis system, (Li-Cor Inc.)). In manual sequencing, [α-35S]-dATP was used as a radioactive label. The products were electrophoresed on 6 % polyacrylamide sequencing gel and analyzed after autoradiography from Biomax X-ray films. For automated DNA sequencing, IRD700 (pentamethine carbocyanine dye) and IRD 800 (heptamethine cyanine dye) labelled nucleotides were used in PCR reactions.

In the cases where both primers were inside the exon, the sequence of the mutant allele was compared with the UBE3A sequence and with that of the processed pseudogene UBE3AP2 (Kishino & Wagstaff 1998), to verify that the mutation affected UBE3A.

In the cases of suspected mosaicism, at least two independent instances of sequencing of the abnormal fragments of the mother and the child were done.
5 Results

5.1 General aspects (I, IV, V)

A genetic defect affecting the chromosome region 15q11-q13 could be shown in 76 of the 90 patients with clinically suspected Prader-Willi syndrome. The remaining fourteen suspected PWS patients had normal results in DNA studies. None of them fulfilled the criteria of the syndrome when scored according to Holm et al. (1993). In Angelman syndrome, 43 of the 47 patients showed a genetic abnormality, while in four clinically typical AS patients the genetic cause of the syndrome remained unsolved (Table 5).

Table 5. Distribution of the observed genetic changes at 15q11-q13 in 76 Finnish Prader-Willi and 47 Angelman syndrome patients (UPD = uniparental disomy; n = number of patients)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of change</th>
<th>Prader-Willi syndrome</th>
<th>Angelman syndrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprinting defect</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBE3A mutation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompletely characterized[^1^]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1^] = parental DNA samples were not available

Among the Prader-Willi patients, a specific change causing the syndrome could be determined in 70 out of 76 cases. Most of them (76 %) had a deletion at 15q1-q13, and 21% showed uniparental disomy for chromosome 15. Two patients with imprinting defects were found (3 %). Among the molecularly incompletely characterized PWS patients, five had a methylation pattern typical of PWS, but no deletion at the SNRPN locus, indicating the presence of either uniparental disomy or an imprinting defect. One patient had an abnormal methylation pattern. The DNA samples of these six families were not available for further studies.
Among the 46 Angelman patients whose molecular tests could be completed, a specific change was identified in 42 cases, while no changes were found in four cases. Deletions accounted for 67.4% of the etiologic changes, while uniparental disomy was present in only one patient (2%). In 10.9%, the underlying defect was an imprinting defect, and another 10.9% had a mutation in the UBE3A gene. No molecular abnormalities were seen in 8.7% of the cases. Furthermore, one incomplete characterized patient showed a paternal methylation imprint at 15q11-q13, but no deletion at the SNRPN locus, suggesting either uniparental disomy or a defect in the imprinting process. The DNA samples of her family were not available for further studies.

All of the Prader-Willi patients appeared sporadic. Of the Angelman patients, recurrence was identified in two families (4.4%). In one family (ASFIV), two affected children had an imprinting mutation inherited from the maternal grandfather. In the other family (ASFV), an interstitial deletion at 15q11-q13 was detected in both affected sibs, most probably due to germ line mosaicism of the mother. Furthermore, two inherited changes in the region 15q11-q13 were detected: a mutation in an UBE3A gene in one AS patient (AS4) and a deletion proximal to the PWS and AS region in one atypical patient (PAS-1), both inherited from their mothers.

5.2 Characteristics of the deletions at 15q11-q13 (I, IV)

5.2.1 Size variation of the deletion

During the first years of this study, the size of the deletion was determined in detail by quantitative, RFLP and microsatellite analyses, in order to understand the size variation and to restrict the chromosomal region for the purposes of defining the PWS and AS regions more accurately.

The size of the deletion was determined in 24 Prader-Willi patients. Four types of deletion were found: a large deletion including the loci from D15S18 to D15S12 (type I, n = 5), a deletion including the loci from D15S9 to D15S12 (type II, n = 16), a deletion involving the loci from D15S11 to GABRB3 (type III, n = 1), and a small deletion including the loci from D15S11 to D15S10 (type IV, n = 2). The most common deletions were type II (67%) and type I (21%) deletions. In the subsequently studied 29 PWS patients, the presence of a deletion at 15q11-q13 was determined with the hN4HS (SNRPN) probe, which maps inside the smallest region of deletion overlap in PWS.

In Angelman syndrome, the size of the deletion was studied in nineteen patients. Eight patients were studied with all of the 15q11-q13 specific markers used, and four of them had type I and four type II deletions, respectively. The proximal breakpoints of the type I deletion were proximal to the locus D15S18 and those in the type II deletion between the loci D15S18 and D15S9. The distal breakpoints in both deletion types were located between the loci D15S12 and D15S24. The breakpoints of these two deletion types were similar to those seen in PWS patients. In the subsequent 11 patients studied with the markers from D15S9 to D15S24, at least the type II deletion, encompassing the region...
from D15S9 to D15S12, was found. In the remaining fourteen AS patients, the deletion was detected by using the hN4HS probe.

A small deletion outside the Prader-Willi and Angelman chromosome region was detected in one patient (PAS-1) originally studied for features of Prader-Willi syndrome. He was first found to have a paternal imprint only at the D15S63 locus in the DNA methylation test. Subsequent quantitative, RFLP and microsatellite analyses with 20 different markers and DNA methylation analysis with additional probes confirmed a deletion including the loci from D15S13 to D15S63 both in this patient and in his mother in their maternally derived chromosome 15. A known deletion polymorphism reported at D15S63 was excluded by PCR analysis as described by Buiting et al. (1999c).

5.2.2 Detection of deletions

High-resolution chromosome analysis and DNA methylation studies were applied to compare their ability to detect or exclude a deletion diagnostically. Furthermore, in three families, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis was used to confirm the presence/absence of a deletion detected by molecular analysis and to exclude possible complex chromosomal rearrangements.

In Prader-Willi patients subjected to high-resolution chromosome analysis, the type I deletion was detected in all of the five cases, whereas the type II deletion (n=15) was observed in only 10/13 cases studied (77 %). The type III and IV deletions as well as the small maternal deletion encompassing the loci D15S13 – D15S63 (patient PAS1) were too small to be detected by high-resolution methods. When high-resolution chromosome analysis was applied to six Angelman patients, a deletion could be observed in all of the three type I cases but in only one of the three type II cases.

Of the fourteen Prader-Willi patients who did not fulfill the criteria of typical PWS, thirteen had normal chromosomes in both molecular and high-resolution studies. In one of the clinically atypical PWS patient with a suspected cytogenetic deletion, too, the observed abnormality could be shown to be a polymorphism by molecular and FISH analyses.

In DNA methylation analysis, all of the different deletion types could be recognized by the probes PW71 (D15S63) and KB17 (SNRPN), with the exception of the small deletion between the loci D15S13 and D15S63 in an additional patient PAS-1, which was observed only by PW71. Furthermore, this deletion and the deletion types III or IV showed a normal biparental imprint with the probe DN34, which detects DNA sequences proximal to these deletions.

In the family with two Angelman children due to a large deletion at 15q11-q13 (family ASFV), a molecularly detected deletion was also revealed by FISH analysis with SNRPN and D15S10 as probes, while the chromosomes 15 of the parents were normal. In one Angelman family with a suspected imprinting defect (family ASFIV), FISH analysis with D15S10 as a probe was used to exclude a small deletion in the smallest region of deletion overlap in AS in both the affected sibs and their mother. No deletion was found, which was consistent with the molecular analyses. The FISH analysis of the family with a small
deletion proximal to the Prader-Willi and Angelman chromosome region did not show deletions at the loci D15S11, SNRPN and D15S10 either in the patient (PAS-1) or in his parents, confirming the boundaries detected by molecular analyses.

5.2.3 Origin of deletion

The parental origin of the affected chromosome 15 was determined in all of the 53 Prader-Willi and 31 Angelman deletion cases. In the early phases of the study, RFLP analysis was able to reveal the parental origin of the deletion in 21/23 PWS (91%) and 13/13 AS (100%) patients, while later microsatellite and DNA methylation analyses were always informative. The affected chromosome 15 was always paternal in PWS and maternal in AS patients.

In one Angelman family (ASFV), an identical interstitial type I deletion at the maternal chromosome 15 was unexpectedly detected in both affected sibs. In haplotype analysis, these patients showed an identical, maternally derived haplotype distal to the deletion region, which was also present in an unaffected brother. Both parents’ chromosomes 15 were cytogenetically normal, and no mosaicism of the 15q11-q13 deletion (one-colour FISH) or structural changes involving chromosome 15 (dual-colour FISH analysis) could be detected in fluorescence in situ hybridization studies of the mother. These findings suggest that the recurrent deletion in this family originated from germ line mosaicism in the gonads of the phenotypically healthy mother.

5.3 Uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 (I, IV)

The inheritance of the RFLP and later polymorphic microsatellite markers of chromosome 15 were used to detect uniparental disomy among the patients in whom no deletion was found. The origin of the patient’s uniparental disomy was inferred from the state of the centromere markers, which were heterozygous in the parent of origin. The heterodisomic state of these markers (non-reduction) indicates an MI error, while their isodisomy (reduction) indicates non-disjunction at the MII stage or a postzygotic event if all markers encompassing the entire chromosome 15 showed reduction to homozygosity (Robinson et al. 1993a).

The analysis detected fifteen Prader-Willi patients (patients 24 – 27 in article I and eleven additional patients) and one Angelman patient with uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 (article IV). The parental origin of UPD was always maternal in PWS and paternal in AS.

In Prader-Willi syndrome, the origin of uniparental disomy was meiotic in 13 cases, mitotic in one case and non-informative in one case. The majority of UPD patients (n = 9) showed non-reduction (i.e. heterodisomy) of the most proximal informative marker (D15S9 – D15S11), which indicates maternal non-disjunction in the first meiotic division (MI error). Five of these cases showed heterodisomy throughout the entire chromosome
with no evidence of recombination, while two cases showing some loci in hetero- and other isodisomy were detected. Two cases were shown to have heterodisomy throughout the Prader-Willi chromosome region, but the study of uniparental disomy in more distal regions was not informative. One patient showed reduction (i.e. isodisomy) of the proximal marker D15S11 and heterodisomy of the distal part of chromosome 15, indicating an MII error. In three patients, the most proximal informative locus was located at 5 cM (D15S10, one case) or 5.6 cM (D15S113, two cases) from the locus D15S18, all showing heterozygosity for the respective locus, indicating an error in either meiosis I or II segregation. One patient showed reduction to homozygosity of all informative markers, which implies rather a mitotic origin of the uniparental isodisomy due to mitotic duplication of the maternal chromosome 15 than an MII error in maternal meiosis. In one patient, two proximal markers showed uniparental disomy, but were not informative of hetero-/isodisomy. Other informative markers showed isodisomy, implying either an MI error or, more probably, a mitotic origin of UPD. The only Angelman patient with paternal disomy showed isodisomy of the proximal markers and heterodisomy at the distal part of chromosome 15, suggesting an error of paternal meiosis II. In both syndromes, the entire chromosome 15 was involved in the uniparental disomy, as shown by an analysis of the most telomeric locus D15S87 and other markers throughout chromosome 15.

The parents in the uniparental disomy cases (n=16) were older compared to those with reportedly normal births in Finland. The mean maternal and paternal ages were 34.5 and 36.8 years, respectively, in the maternal UPD15 cases and 38 years for both parents in the paternal UPD15 case.

5.4 Imprinting defect in the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes (II, III, IV)

5.4.1 DNA methylation and haplotype analysis

To identify imprinting defects, DNA methylation analysis (probes DN34, PW71 and/or KB17) and microsatellite markers (D15S11, D15S128, D15S122, D15S113, D15S97, GABRB3, GABRA5, D15S118, CYP-19) were used. Analysis of the RFLP markers of 15q11-q13 was also done in one AS family (ASFIV) in the early stages of this study.

In two unrelated Prader-Willi patients, DNA methylation analysis of the loci D15S63 and SNRPN revealed a loss of the unmethylated (paternal) band, and no deletion could be found. Microsatellite analysis showed biparental inheritance of chromosome 15q11-q13 for the markers D15S128 and D15S113 for a patient from the family PWSFI and D15S11, D15S122 and D15S97 for a patient from the family PWSFII, respectively, indicating the presence of an imprinting defect. Although the paternal grandparents of these patients were not available for tests, a combined test for DNA methylation (probe KB17) and an HpaII/MspI polymorphism showed that the affected chromosome could be
determined to have been inherited from the paternal grandmother in both cases (unpublished results).

In Angelman syndrome, five patients (patient ASID10 from the AS family I (article II) and the patients ASF3 and ASF4 from the AS family V (article III) and two additional patients) showed a loss of the methylated (maternal) band in a DNA methylation test. Four of them were analyzed with all of the three methylation-sensitive probes, and one patient (ASFIII) only with the KB17 probe because there was not enough DNA for further Southern analysis. None of these patients had a deletion of 15q11-q13. Microsatellite analysis revealed biparental inheritance of chromosome 15q11-q13 for the markers D15S11 and D15S97 in a patient from the family ASFI, the markers D15S122 and D15S118 in a patient from the family ASFII, the markers D15S122 and D15S128 in a patient from the family ASFIII and the markers D15S11 (RFLP), D15S128, D15S97, GABRB3, GABRA5 and D15S12 (RFLP) in both of the affected sibs from the family ASFIV, indicating the presence of an imprinting defect.

In the analyses of the grandparental origin of the affected chromosome 15, both the haplotype analysis and the combined test for DNA methylation and an HpaII/MspI polymorphism showed that the affected chromosome came from the maternal grandfather in the AS family I (ASFI). In the AS family II (ASFII), only haplotype analysis was informative, showing the affected chromosome 15 to have been inherited from the maternal grandmother. In both of these families, the healthy sib had a different maternal 15q11-q13 haplotype compared to the affected sib. In the AS family III (ASFIII), where the maternal grandparents were deceased, the affected child and his healthy brother shared a similar haplotype inherited from the mother, reducing the risk for recurrence.

In the family ASFIV with two affected children, the haplotype associated with Angelman syndrome was shared by the affected sibs, their healthy mother, two maternal uncles and the maternal grandfather. A combined test for DNA methylation and an HpaII/MspI polymorphism also showed the same grandpaternal chromosome 15 in these individuals. Methylation studies of the parents were normal.

### 5.4.2 Imprinting mutation analysis

Imprinting mutation analysis was done collaboratively in the Institute of Human Genetics in Germany. Quantitative Southern blot analysis of the exon 1 region of the SNRPN gene in the Prader-Willi patients and Angelman patients from the families ASFI and ASFII and quantitative Southern blot analysis of the critical region in the AS IC-deletion patients did not show deletion in the imprinting centre. Combined haplotype and mutation analysis data suggest that these patients belong to a group of patients with a spontaneous imprinting defect with a low risk of recurrence. The patient from the AS family III was not available for IC mutation analysis.

In the IC mutation analyses of the Angelman family IV, all individuals associated with the AS haplotype showed a ~19-kb deletion in IC AS-SRO with the proximal breakpoint in the L48.61 EcoRI fragment and the distal breakpoint in the L48.33II EcoRI fragment. Combined haplotype and IC mutation analysis data showed that the microdeletion had
been inherited by the two affected children from the maternal grandfather through the healthy carrier mother.

5.5 Identification of UBE3A gene mutations (V)

UBE3A mutation analysis was done on nine clinically diagnosed Angelman patients with no deletion, uniparental disomy or imprinting defect. Conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis detected DNA alterations in six of the nine patients: four in exon 9 and two in exon 16. After sequencing, three of these turned out to be deletions that cause frameshifting and premature chain termination: a 2-bp deletion in exon 9 (1930delAG) in patient AS1 and a 4-bp deletion in exon 16 (3093delAAGA) in patients AS2 and AS3. The parents of the patients had normal CSGE results.

Two disease-causing point mutations were detected, both within the first 344 bases of exon 9. Patient AS4 had an A to C transversion (902A→C) causing a threonine to proline change at position 106. Her mother showed a similar but fainter abnormal band in the three independent CSGE analyses, and by sequencing she was shown to have the same T106P missense mutation in a mosaic form. The patient AS5 had a T to C transition (975T→C), which causes an isoleucine to threonine change at position 130. Neither of his parents had the mutation. Neither of these mutations was found in the northern Finnish control population.

Patient AS6 had a G to A transition (1118G→A), which causes an alanine to threonine change at position 178. The same change was detected in her father and in one of the 100 control individuals, suggesting that the change is rather a polymorphism than a causative mutation.
6 Discussion

6.1 General

The patient series consisted of 76 verified Prader-Willi and 47 Angelman patients recruited during the years 1989-2000. The patients were not exclusively from the catchment area of Oulu University Hospital in Northern Finland, but also included individuals from other parts of the country. In the years 1989-1994, PWS and AS patients were identified more actively by requesting the institutes for the mentally handicapped, clinical genetics departments and larger paediatric departments of university hospitals to refer PWS and AS patients for the study. In the later years, patients referred to the genetic laboratory and diagnosed for either PWS or AS were also included; all diagnostic cases from Northern Finland were probably included. The series proved to be large enough to allow an analysis of the different types of aetiologic changes. It did not, however, allow estimates of the birth frequencies or prevalence of these syndromes. Although all northern Finnish patients and some of the others were seen at the Department of Clinical Genetics of Oulu University Hospital, the phenotypic evaluation of most patients was based on information obtained from the referring doctors and hospital records.

Most of the Prader-Willi patients (76 %) had a paternal deletion at 15q11-q13, and maternal uniparental disomy accounted for almost all of the other cases (21 %). In a series of 29 Swiss PWS patients described by Robinson et al. (1991), the corresponding percentages were 72% and 28%, and they were also comparable to those reported in the USA (Mascardi et al. 1992), Japan (Mutirangura et al. 1993b) and the United Kingdom (Webb et al. 1995). Furthermore, in the review of Beuten et al. (1993), which covered data from eleven reports published during the years 1988 – 1992, the corresponding figures were 73% (156/214) for deletion and 23% (26/113) for uniparental disomy. Of the present patients, 3% had an imprinting defect as a cause of their Prader-Willi syndrome. Imprinting defects have been estimated to account for approximately 1 % of all PWS cases (Buiting et al. 2003).

In Angelman syndrome, most patients (67.4 %) had a maternal deletion of 15q11-q13, while paternal uniparental disomy was detected in only one patient (2 %). These percentages were comparable to those reported by others (Mutirangura et al. 1993b, Chan
et al. 1993, Saitoh et al. 1994a, Smith et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 1998b, Lossie et al. 2001). For example, in the review of Beuten et al (1993) on AS patients from nineteen reports, 70/100 (70%) had a deletion and 5/123 (4%) had uniparental disomy. Imprinting defects were seen in 10.9 % of the present cases (9% of the families) and \textit{UBE3A} gene mutations in another 10.9 %. In the series of 93 Angelman families described by Lossie et al. (2001), 3/93 (3.2 %) had an imprinting defect and 10/93 (10.8%) a \textit{UBE3A} gene mutation.

No specific defect causing the Angelman syndrome could be found in four clinically diagnosed patients (8.7%). Similar observations have been made by several research groups (Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999), including the study of Lossie et al. (2001), where a genetic defect could not been demonstrated in ten patients (10.8%). It is possible that these cases represent other mutations related to the \textit{UBE3A} gene or its regulation, or other genes or silencing elements are involved in the pathogenesis of AS. These patients may also represent phenocopies of Angelman syndrome.

### 6.2 Deletions

#### 6.2.1 Detection of deletions

At the first stage of the laboratory analysis of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes, the detection of deletions by high-resolution chromosome analysis was found useful, although it did not detect all the deletions. In our series, the molecularly identified deletions could not be detected cytogenetically in 29% of PWS and 33% of AS patients. In 26% of Swiss PWS patients (Robinson et al. 1991) and in 33%, 30% and 43% of Dutch (Beuten et al.1993), British (Chan et al. 1993) and Japanese (Saitoh et al. 1994a) AS patients, respectively, the deletion could not be seen cytogenetically. Successful identification of deletions by high-resolution chromosome analysis depended on the size of the deletion. In our series, all deletions in the largest category (type I, n=8) could be detected microscopically, while the second largest deletions (type II) could only be seen in 11/16 cases (69 %), and the smallest deletions (types III and IV) remained invisible in ordinary microscopy.

Fluorescence \textit{in situ} hybridization analysis with 15q11-q13 specific probes was consistent with molecular analysis in selected cases. The D15Z1/SNRPN/PML probe (Vysis) was found useful for the detection of deletions and for excluding structural chromosome 15 rearrangements, since it detected DNA sequences from both the short and the long arm of chromosome 15.

In this study, the use of molecular methods greatly improved the detection of deletions. In the quantitative analysis, the purpose was either to verify or to exclude deletion by estimating the dosages of DNA at the specific fragments. Although the method was very efficient, the measurement and the determination of dosage was laborious, requiring simultaneous or successive hybridizations of the control probe, several Southern blottis, radioactive exposures and high-quality autoradiograms. The
simultaneous use of RFLP fragments was useful, as they could be utilized to substantiate, clarify and often simplify the data interpretation in quantitative analysis. This analysis could also be used to confirm the diagnosis by revealing the lack of a parental allele. The informativeness of RFLP analysis was limited, due to the mostly two-allelic nature of the markers spanning the region 15q11-q13. The allele frequencies and polymorphic information content (PIC) values had been shown to vary from 0.29 to 0.49 in northern Finnish (Kokkonen 1992) and from 0.28 to 0.4 in American (Nicholls et al. 1989a) control populations, respectively. In some cases, in addition to Southern blot analysis, polymorphic microsatellite markers were utilized to determine the size and origin of the deletion. All deletions in PWS and AS were detectable by molecular analysis, as verified later by DNA methylation analysis, which made it possible to determine the size of the deletions.

Later, deletion was recognized with the nonpolymorphic hN4HS cDNA probe. This probe detects DNA sequences from the **SNRPN** gene that has been shown to be deleted in all PWS and AS deletions, except in one case, where the deletion encompassed only the **UBE3A** gene (Trent et al. 1997). It also detects the **SNRPNP1** (6pter-p21) locus that serves as an internal control in DNA dosage measurements, simplifying the quantitative analysis. This probe proved to be effective, as it identified all of the present deletion cases without any need for parental samples.

### 6.2.2 Size variation of the deletion

In Prader-Willi patients, deletions of four different sizes were found. The most common types were the largest type I and II deletions, comprising altogether 88% of the PWS deletions studied. Corresponding findings have been reported by others, with these deletion types representing 81% - 100% of the deletions detected (Hamabe et al 1991a, Robinson et al. 1991, Christian et al. 1995, Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999). All PWS patients, regardless of the size of deletion, showed clinically typical features. The smallest region of overlap (SRO) of the deletions identified was the region at the loci D15S11 to D15S10 (type IV deletion), which signified the deletions detected in two present PWS patients. According to Butting et al. (1993), the SRO of deletion in PWS is about 320 kb in size. In addition to the D15S13 locus, it includes the locus for the maternally imprinted polycistronic gene, **SNURF-SNRPN** (Glenn et al. 1993a, Reed & Leff 1994, Runte et al. 2001), the deficiency of which has been suggested at least to contribute to the PWS phenotype (Nicholls et al. 1999).

All Angelman syndrome patients with deletions, had either a type I or a type II deletion. The presence of a maternal deletion in one patient (PAS-1) without AS placed the critical region for AS in the range from D15S128 to D15S12. The smallest region of overlap of AS deletions has been shown to be located between the loci D15S122 and D15S113 and to be about 300 kb in size (Greger et al. 1994). In addition to the **UBE3A** gene (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997), this region also includes another maternally expressed gene, **ATP10C** (Meguro et al. 2001b, Herzing et al. 2001), whose role in the aetiology of AS is not known yet.
The proximal breakpoints of the type I deletion observed in both Prader-Willi and Angelman patients in our series were located between the centromere and the D15S18 locus and those of type II deletion between the loci D15S18 and D15S9. The distal breakpoints in both deletion types were located between the loci D15S12 and D15S24. The corresponding breakpoints have been described in the literature, indicating that the vast majority of deletions in the proximal 15q cluster at distinct sites (Knoll et al. 1990, Robinson et al. 1991, Kuwano et al. 1992, Robinson et al. 1993, Saitoh et al. 1994a, Christian et al. 1995, Robinson et al. 1998a, Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999, Christian et al. 1999). The common breakpoint regions probably originate from unequal crossing over between the previously identified HERC2 duplicons at 15q11 and 15q13 at either paternal (PWS) or maternal (AS) meiosis (Amos-Landgraf et al. 1999). Both intra- and interchromosomal changes have been observed (Carrozzo et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 1998a). Unequal crossing over between large duplicated genomic segments at the common deletion breakpoints, located adjacent to the alpha-satellite arrays of the centromere, has also been shown to be a mechanism for deletion in several microdeletion syndromes (Shaffer & Lupski 2000). Duplicated sequences near the pericentromeric regions have been suggested to create genomic instability, which may predispose to further chromosomal rearrangements (Christian et al. 1999).

6.3 Uniparental disomy

Uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 (UPD15) was found in fifteen Prader-Willi patients and in one Angelman patient, and it was always maternal in PWS and paternal in AS. The origin of maternal UPD was meiotic in 13 out of 15 cases (87%), of which 90% were due to maternal non-disjunction events in the first meiotic segregation (MI), resulting in heterodisomy. This is consistent with the previous findings showing that maternal UPD was caused by a meiotic error in 90% of cases, of which ∼83% had arisen in the first meiotic segregation (Robinson et al. 1998b, Robinson et al. 2000, Robinson 2000). One of the maternal UPD cases showed isodisomy for markers throughout the entire long arm of chromosome 15, suggesting that the additional maternal chromosome arose through a post-zygotic somatic event rather than an error at meiosis. An error at the second meiotic segregation, however, cannot be totally excluded because the distance between the informative markers distal to 15q11-q13 (38 cM) cannot rule out double crossover events. One patient showed isodisomy from D15S10 to D15S87, although the most proximal markers were uninformative of the type of UPD. This case has probably arisen from a somatic error, although a possible non-disjunctional event at the first meiotic segregation cannot be ruled out.

Maternal uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 has mostly been thought to result from postzygotic correction of a trisomic embryo (trisomy rescue) (Robinson et al. 1996, Robinson et al. 2000). Direct evidence of trisomy rescue as a mechanism of maternal UPD15 has been obtained from the observations of trisomy 15 in chorionic villus samples simultaneously with UPD in the foetus (Purvis-Smith et al. 1992, Cassidy et al. 1992, Christian et al. 1996). Furthermore, indirect evidence of this mechanism has been acquired from significant non-random X-chromosome inactivation (> 90%) in 24%
maternal UPD15 patients. This is a consequence of the relatively late origin of the diploid cell line from the trisomic embryo that will result in skewed X-chromosome inactivation (Robinson et al. 1996, 2000).

The UPD15 detected in one Angelman patient was due to a paternal MII error, probably through trisomy rescue, as gamete complementation would require the occurrence of a non-disjunction event in the meiosis of both parents. This is in contrast to most other cases of paternal UPD reported in Angelman syndrome, which have been due to non-disjunction in the maternal meiosis (nullisomic gamete) followed by mitotic duplication of the paternal homology in the monosomic zygote (compensatory UPD or monosomic rescue) (Mutirangura 1993b, Robinson et al. 1993a, Rogan et al. 1993, Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a). Only three other patients with a paternal MII error have been described earlier (Gyftodiou et al. 1999, Robinson et al. 2000, Fridman et al. 2000c). Seven cases due to a paternal MI error have been reported; five of the patients carried a translocation involving chromosome 15 (Malcolm et al. 1991, Smeets et al. 1992, Smith et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 2000).

DNA markers spanning the length of the long arm of chromosome 15 showed, along with previous data on UPD15 (Robinson et al. 1991, Malcolm et al. 1991, Nicholls et al. 1992, Mascardi et al. 1992, Mutirangura et al. 1993b, Robinson et al. 1993a, 1996, 1998b, 2000, Fridman et al. 2000a,b) that, in both syndromes, the uniparental disomy involves the entire chromosome 15 rather than only parts of it. Because four patients with UPD15 scored here as well as patients described by others have shown no additional phenotypic abnormalities compared to patients with a deletion at 15q11-q13 (Robinson et al. 1991, Mascardi et al. 1992, Freeman et al. 1993, Bottani et al. 1994), it is probable that no other regions of chromosome 15 than q11-q13 are subject to genomic imprinting.

The frequency of uniparental disomy is much higher in Prader-Willi syndrome than in Angelman syndrome, as also observed in the present study (21% of PWS and 2% of AS cases). The reason for this difference is obviously the relatively rare occurrence of meiotic non-disjunction in male compared to female meiosis (Martin et al. 1991, Antonarakis et al. 1993b, Hassold et al. 1996). Postspermatogenesis selection of gametes may also be of significance (Robinson et al. 1993a).

The mean maternal age for maternal UPD was 34.5 years, which is much higher than reported for births in Finland in general (mean maternal age 28 years). The mean paternal age was 36.8 years. In the paternal UPD case, both parents were aged 38 years. The mean maternal and paternal ages collected from several countries for maternal UPD15 were 33.2 and 35.3 years, respectively, while those for paternal UPD15 were 33.4 and 39.4 years, respectively (Robinson et al. 2000). In both maternal and paternal UPD15, the apparent advanced parental ages effect can probably be explained by the effect of maternal age on meiotic non-disjunction. The frequency of non-disjunctional events causing aneuploidy has been shown to increase dramatically with maternal age for most chromosomes (Kupke et al. 1989, Hassold et al. 1995, 1996, Antonarakis et al. 1992). For chromosome 15, UPD has been estimated to occur in 1/3400 live births to women aged 40 years or older (Robinson et al. 1998b).
6.4 Imprinting defects

An abnormal DNA methylation imprint and biparental inheritance of 15q markers were detected in two Prader-Willi and five Angelman patients, indicating an imprinting defect (ID). A microdeletion of the imprinting centre (IC) was found in one sib pair with Angelman syndrome (AS family IV). In two AS and two PWS patients, heteroduplex and partial sequence analysis did not reveal point mutations of the known IC elements. The PWS and AS patients with an imprinting defect fall into two molecular classes: those with a microdeletion of IC and those with no IC deletion, the former representing 41% of PWS and 26.5% of AS families (table 6). Cases with no deletion have been sporadic, while IC deletion may be hereditary, as it was in our patient series.

In AS family IV, a 15-kb microdeletion of the AS-IC was found in two affected children, the mother, two maternal uncles and the grandfather. The 5.5-kb deletion detected in the large American family (ASO) could be used to narrow down the AS-IC to 1.15 kb (article III). Recently, the AS-IC region has been narrowed down to 880 bp (Buiting et al. 1999a), and deletion of this component alone may be sufficient to prevent the paternal-to-maternal imprint switch in the female germ line.

All the mutations found in the PWS-IC and AS-IC to date have been more than four kilobases in size, and no point mutations or deletions of only a few base pairs in these regions have been detected. Such small changes are apparently not sufficient to prevent imprinting switching, and a larger deletion is needed.

In Angelman patients with IC deletions, the affected chromosome 15 has always been found to be derived from the maternal grandfather, as in our AS family IV (Buiting et al. 1995, Saitoh et al. 1996, article III). Correspondingly, in PWS, the affected chromosome 15 has always been derived from the paternal grandmother.

Table 6. Sporadic and familial imprinting defects in PWS and AS patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular class</th>
<th>Sibs</th>
<th>AS Sporadic cases</th>
<th>Sibs</th>
<th>PWS Sporadic cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC deletions</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No IC deletion detected</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Buiting et al. 1995, Saitoh et al. 1996, article III, Buiting et al. 1999
* Buiting et al. 1995, Saitoh et al. 1996
* Bürger et al. 1997, article II, two additional AS patients described here
* Schulze et al. 1997, article II, Ohta et al. 1999, two additional PWS patients described here

Although the mechanism of imprinting defects in non-deletion cases is not known, they represented new mutations in the families. The grandparental origin of the incorrectly imprinted chromosome 15 could be determined in ten non-IC-deletion Angelman cases, including two patients in our series. Three patients, including the patient from AS family III (article II), had the incorrectly imprinted chromosome 15 derived from the maternal grandmother, while in the other AS patients the affected chromosome 15 was derived from the maternal grandfather. In eleven non-IC-deletion Prader-Willi patients, including two of ours as well as patients described by others (Schulze et al. 1997, Ohta et al. 1999),
the incorrectly imprinted chromosome was derived from the paternal grandmother. On the basis of the non-reciprocal findings on the grandparental origin of the incorrectly imprinted chromosome in AS and PWS, it was suggested that the paternal imprint might be the default imprint that develops in the paternal germ line if a maternal trans-acting factor is missing and in the maternal germ line of AS patients with an imprinting defect if maternal imprinting fails (article II).

Both affected sibs from the Finnish AS family IV, and all affected Angelman individuals from the other AS family (AS-O) fulfilled the clinical criteria for Angelman syndrome (article III). However, these patients had several features milder than classic AS deletion patients, including a lack of seizures in several individuals and milder seizures in others, absence of microcephaly, larger birth size and more body and muscle mass, better fine and gross motor control, and normal pigmentation. These differences may be due to haploinsufficiency of the genes at 15q11-q13 contributing to the AS phenotype in deletion patients (Minassian et al. 1998, Nicholls 1998) or incomplete imprinting of the \textit{UBE3A} gene in the brain of ID patients (Albrecht et al. 1997, Rougeulle et al. 1997, Vu & Hoffman 1997), which possible lead to a double dose of paternal allele expression of this gene (article III). This could also be the case in the AS patients with UPD and a milder phenotype. Haploinsufficiency in the Prader-Willi patients with deletion of the paternal 15q11-q13 genes and relaxation of imprinting of either the maternally (maternal UPD patients) or paternally derived chromosome 15 with maternal epigenotype (ID patients) might also explain the milder phenotype observed in many of these patients.

\subsection{6.5 \textit{UBE3A} mutations}

Of the nine Angelman patients in whom deletion, uniparental disomy and imprinting mutation had been excluded, five (56\%) had an \textit{UBE3A} gene mutation as the cause of their Angelman syndrome. In other corresponding series of sporadic AS patients, the percentages have varied within 5 – 44\% (Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Moncla et al. 1999, Baumer et al. 1999, van der Ouwehand et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2001). The proportion of \textit{UBE3A} mutations among the familial cases of this group has been higher (75\%-80\%, Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Lossie et al. 2001).

To identify \textit{UBE3A} mutations, sequencing of the abnormal products detected by single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) (Kishino et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998, Baumer et al. 1999) or direct sequencing of amplified genomic DNA (Matsuura et al. 1997, Fung et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000) have been used previously. Sequencing of the whole gene is the most sensitive, but relative expensive and laborious method. SSCP is a commonly used mutation scanning technique, but its sensitivity is best with fragments of less than 200 bp, being still only 60\%-95\% (see Cotton 1993, Eng & Viji 1997). In this study, conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) was used to screen for mutations. It is a relative simple and fast method reported to detect most mutations in fragments of 200-800 bp (Ganguly et al. 1993, Ganguly & Prockop 1995, Ganguly & Williams 1997). Under improved conditions,
its sensitivity and specificity have been reported to be close to 100% in fragments of 200 – 450 bp (Körkkö et al. 1998). CSGE allowed more frequent use of intron primers than SSCP, which made it easier to avoid the processing of the UBE3P2 pseudogene, which has high sequence homology with UBE3A (Kishino & Wagstaff 1998). Because CSGE is a PCR-based procedure, a deletion or some other sequence variation at the PCR primer binding site or large insertions between the PCR primer sites may go undetected.

The truncating mutations (1930delAG in patient AS1, 3093delAAGA in patients AS2 and AS3) detected were considered to be causative of AS because they are known to lead to catalytically inactive translation products, because of an absence of the extreme carboxyl terminus of the E6-AP protein, the region necessary for the ubiquitination and degradation of the target protein (Huibregtse et al. 1995, Malzac et al. 1998). The mutation 1930delAG has also been described in three patients (Matsuura et al. 1997, Fung et al. 1998, Lossie et al. 2001) and the mutation 3093delAAGA in two other patients (Fung et al. 1998, Lossie et al. 2001). Together, these findings suggest that these sites may be prone to deletions in the UBE3A gene. The other recurrent mutations of the UBE3A gene reported so far consist of a base pair insertion in exon 9 (897insA) (Russo et al. 2000), a 5 bp insertion in exon 16 (3086ins5) (Kishino et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998), a C→T transition in exon 9 (2030C→T) (Malzac et al. 1998, Russo et al. 2000) and a deletion of the three nucleotides (2929del3) (Fang et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000), which all have been found in two patients (Table 7).

The two missense mutations (902A→C inherited from the mother and 975T→C) identified here have not been described earlier. Both are located in exon 9, but outside the functionally important hect domain of the E6-AP protein, where three of the four missense mutations described to date have been found. Instead, these two mutations are located at the p53-binding domain (Huibregtse et al. 1993b) or the transactivation domain (Nicholls and Knepper, 2001). Although their exact effect on protein structure or function is not known, they could lead to a deficiency in the binding of substrates to be ubiquitinated and degraded. Furthermore, their absence in the northern Finnish control population (200 alleles) supports the view that these DNA changes are not polymorphisms. Polymorphic DNA alterations, on the other hand, are known in the UBE3A gene (Table 7). The A178T polymorphism found in one AS patient and her father and in one control individual has been described previously (Matsuura et al. 1998, Malzac et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999).

Three of the known six missense mutations have been located in the hect domain and the two mutations found in the present study in the transactivation domain, all leading to typical Angelman syndrome. The missense mutation (648G→A) reported in one patient with a mild phenotype (Matsuura et al. 1997) was located outside the three domains known to be involved in ubiquitin-ligase activity, possible leading to a milder form of AS.

Including the point mutations described here, 46 different disease-causing mutations in the coding region of the UBE3A gene have been reported so far (Kishino et al. 1997, Matsuura et al. 1997, Malzac et al. 1998, Tsai et al. 1998, Fang et al. 1999, Baumer et al. 1999, Ouweland van der et al. 1999, Russo et al. 2000, Lossie et al. 2001) (table 7). Sixteen of these are deletions (14 frameshift mutations, one causing a deletion of one amino acid and one leading to the production of an elongated protein), 15 are insertions (14 frameshift, one producing a protein with one additional amino acid), 13 are point mutations (6 missense, 7 nonsense), one is a splicing mutation (frameshift), and one
shows a 26-bp deletion with a 1 bp (A) insertion at position 2230 (frameshift) (Table 7). In addition, one 7 bp deletion in intron 11 has been reported, but the effect of this deletion is not known (Ouweland van der et al. 1999). Approximately 48% of these mutations are located in exon 9 (n=22), which is the largest exon. Exon 16 has also shown several mutations despite its relative small size (n=10, 22% of mutations). Other mutations have been distributed as follows: four in the exons 8 and 15 (8.7% each), three in exon 12 (6.5%) and one mutation in the exons 10 and 11 and intron 9 (2.2% each). So far, no mutations have been detected in the non-coding exons or the exons 7, 13 and 14.

Of the 92 known patients with a \textit{UBE3A} mutation, 57 have been familial (36% of the probands belonging to 20 families) and 35 sporadic (64%). All of the twenty mothers in the familial cases carried the mutation, and one had it in a mosaic form. In the sporadic cases, 6 of the 34 mothers studied (17%) were carriers, two of them mosiacs. As to the grandfathers, five in the familial cases were reported to carry the mutation, and one of them was mosaic. Of the sporadic cases where the carrier mother was non-mosaic, one grandfather had the mutation. In most cases, the grandfathers were not studied or reported.

Of the 54 probands whose parents were studied, 28 (52%) had a new mutation, and 26 (48%) had inherited the mutation from the mother. Interestingly, in the families where the children had inherited the mutation from their mother, three of the 26 mothers (11%) were mosiacs.

The cause of Angelman syndrome in the remaining four patients remained unknown. Whether these cases represent other mutations related to the \textit{UBE3A} gene or its regulation or were caused by other possible genes, especially genes involved in the ubiquitin pathway or ones located at 15q11-q13 (e.g. maternally expressed ATP10C), remains to be elucidated.
Table 7. The mutations and polymorphisms in the UBE3A gene reported so far.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Form of AS</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deletions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frameshift</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856delG</td>
<td>exon 8</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904del5</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>946delAG</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980delAG</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461del14</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1522delG</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1552delA</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1559delT</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1694delH</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial (large pedigree)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930delAG*</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>2,5,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sporadic (maternal)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2037delI10</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2376delG</td>
<td>exon 11</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3092delA</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3093delAAGA*</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7,10,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other deletions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2929del13 (F782Δ)</td>
<td>exon 15</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3142del15</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frameshift</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645insA</td>
<td>exon 8</td>
<td>sporadic (mother mosaic)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>762-763insGA</td>
<td>exon 8</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897insA</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296insT</td>
<td>exon 9</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2527insA</td>
<td>exon 12</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2544insA</td>
<td>exon 12</td>
<td>sporadic (present in mother)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2567ins4</td>
<td>exon 12</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3027insT</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3033insA</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3038ins8</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3076ins4</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (parents not tested)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3086ins4</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3086ins5</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3120ins16</td>
<td>exon 16</td>
<td>sporadic (de novo)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other insertions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2992ins3</td>
<td>exon 15</td>
<td>familial</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Point mutations

**Missense**
- 648G→A (C21Y)
- 902A→C (T106P)
- 975T→C (I130T)
- 1631T→C (S349P)
- 2102C→T (R506C)
- 2997T→A (I804K)

**Nonsense**
- 1500G→A (W305X)
- 1835C→T (R417X)
- 2030C→T (R482X)
- 2033A→T (R483X)
- 2185T→G (Y533X)
- 2890G→A (W768X)

**Frameshift**
- IVS9-8A→G

**Deletion/insertion**
- 2230del26insA

**Effect not known**
- intron 11

**7 bp del in position –12**

**Benign variants**
- 702G→A (R39H)
- 1118G→A (A178T)
- 1144A→G

**Multiple**
- intron

---

6.6 Inheritance of defects and recurrence of Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes are caused by genetic mechanisms of several types, as already indicated. Deletions and uniparental disomies with normal parental chromosomes or non-deletion imprinting defects have been considered as de novo genetic errors that occur either pre- or postzygotically. Recurrence of the syndromes has been described only in families with structural chromosomal rearrangements, imprinting defects with a deletion in the imprinting centre (IC) or, in AS, UBE3A mutations.

Of the 84 deletion patients (53 PWS and 31 AS), 82 were sporadic cases representing new mutations with a low recurrence risk. In one family, the mother of one PWS child was a carrier of a Robertsonian translocation between the chromosomes 13 and 15 (der(13;15)(q10;q10)), which was not found in her child and which is not known to increase the risk for deletions. Recurring deletions of 15q11-q13 are extremely rare. So far, only one recurrent maternal, grandpaternally derived very small deletion involving only the loci D15S113, D15S10 and GABRB3 outside the critical region for PWS has been described in affected AS sibs (Saitoh et al. 1992). Chromosomal translocations (Smeets et al 1992, Qumsiyeh et al. 1992, Chan et al. 1993, Reeve et al. 1993, Jauch et al. 1995, Burke et al. 1996, Suzuki et al. 1996, Eliez et al. 1997, Krajewska et al. 1998) or inversions (Webb et al. 1992) involving the chromosome region 15q11-q13 have been reported to lead to deletions responsible for PWS or AS in the offspring.

In the family ASFV, two children with Angelman syndrome had identical large deletions of 15q11-q13 (type I) in the maternal chromosome 15. The mother’s both chromosomes 15 were structurally normal, which ruled out chromosomal rearrangements. The patients and their unaffected brother had inherited an identical, maternally derived haplotype distal to the deletion region, suggesting that all three shared the same grandparental chromosome 15. These findings suggest the presence of germ line mosaicism of del(15)(q11q13) in the mother, which would explain the recurrence of AS in this family. Germ line mosaicism has been reported to explain the unexpected recurrence of many genetic diseases, and it seems to be more frequent than expected (see Zlotogora 1998). In AS, germ line mosaicism for a microdeletion of the imprinting centre (IC) (Saitoh et al. 1996, Gilbert et al. 1997) has already been reported. Germ line mosaicism has also been described in other microdeletion syndromes (CATCH-22 at 22q11 (Hatchwell et al. 1998) and in Williams syndrome at 7q11.23 (Kara-Mostefa et al. 1999)). The present family is the first where the recurrence of a large deletion of 15q11-q13 has been shown to be due to germ line mosaicism. The previous estimated recurrence of less than 1% for deletions in PWS and AS, which was based on theoretical assumptions rather than observations, seems justified after this finding.

Uniparental disomy of chromosome 15 has never been described to recur in Prader-Willi or Angelman families, and all of the 16 cases in the present study were also sporadic. This can probably be explained by the origin of UPD, which is caused by prezygotic non-disjunction followed by postzygotic correction of the monosomic/trisomic zygote, both of which are spontaneous events. It has been shown that, even in UPD15 cases, the meiotic non-disjunction depends on maternal age, but its effect on the recurrence of PWS or AS is probably non-significant in view of the rarity of UPD. The
increased risk has been suggested to be related to the UPD in translocation families (Nicholls et al. 1989b, Malcolm et al. 1991, Smeets et al. 1992, Smith et al. 1997, Robinson et al. 2000). Parental gonadal mosaicism for trisomy 15 could theoretically also increase the risk for UPD. To date, as no confirmed recurrences of UPD15 have been reported, a recurrence risk of <1% has been accepted for purposes of genetic counselling.

As to the recurrence of imprinting defects in PWS and AS, the families fall into two categories: IC deletion cases with recurrence risks up to 50% and non-deletion IC cases with a low recurrence risk. In the present study, of the six families with an imprinting defect, one was found to have a microdeletion in the imprinting centre (AS family IV). In addition to the two affected children, this deletion was also found in the mother, the grandfather and two maternal uncles. A similar situation has been described in an even larger family (ASO, article III) with several healthy carriers with IC deletion. These families show that the mutation can be passed through several generations silently by male carriers. No such large pedigrees with IC deletion have been described in PWS so far.

The mechanism for nondeletion imprinting defects has been suggested to be due to a \textit{de novo} imprint switch failure during parental gametogenesis and/or fertilization. This could explain why no recurrent cases are known and no detectable mutations in these patients have been described. The present two Prader-Willi and two Angelman patients with an imprinting defect without deletion or other observable alterations in the imprinting centre were sporadic. In both PWS patients, the incorrectly imprinted chromosome 15 was derived from the paternal grandmother. In AS family II the affected chromosome 15 was derived from the maternal grandfather and in AS family III from the maternal grandmother. Inheritance of the incorrectly imprinted chromosome from the maternal grandmother in AS appears to be an additional indicator for a low risk of familial recurrence. However, because the cause of incorrect imprinting in non-IC-deletion PWS and AS patients is not yet understood, recurrence of the syndromes in these cases cannot be absolutely excluded.

About half of the cases due to \textit{UBE3A} mutations have been new mutations, while the other half have been inherited from the mother (Table 7). All the present five patients with \textit{UBE3A} mutation were sporadic cases in their families. Four of them represented a new mutation with a low risk of recurrence of AS, while the mother in one case was mosaic for the mutation. The recurrence risk in this family depends on the ratio of mutant to normal germ cells. In addition to our family, three other families with either a female or a male mosaic carrier for \textit{UBE3A} mutation have been described so far (Malzack et al. 1998). Of all carrier mothers known to date, 11% (3/26) are mosaic. In them, the transmission of the mutation to the offspring indicates that the mutation has occurred at a very early embryonic stage before the differentiation of the germinal cells, thus leading to both somatic and germ line mosaicism. It is also plausible that, in these mosaic carriers, the mutation has occurred in the inactive paternal \textit{UBE3A} allele, as a mutation in the maternal allele could be assumed to lead to phenotypic changes. So far, no AS patients with \textit{UBE3A} mutation mosaicism have been reported, in whom it could possibly cause a clinically milder form of the syndrome. Patients who are mosaic for deletion of 15q11-q13 (Tekin et al. 2000) or non-IC-deletion imprinting defects (Buiting et al. 2003) have already been described.
6.7 Laboratory evaluation of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes

During the past ten years, our understanding of the basic genetic defects underlying the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes has allowed increasingly sophisticated laboratory methods to be used in the diagnosis of these syndromes, and laboratory diagnosis has become a necessary tool in resolving the aetiology. Clinical diagnoses of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes remain difficult in many instances because of the individual variations in the phenotype and because the phenotype develops only with age. Knowledge of the basic genetic defect and its possible inheritance is also necessary for genetic counselling.

High-resolution chromosome analysis of the region 15q11-q13, which used to be the only available method, is no longer used, because more accurate molecular methods are available. This method was not accurate enough to detect all deletions, and it also missed uniparental disomies, imprinting defects and other molecular defects, such as UBE3A mutations. Chromosome analysis is, however, still used in, for instance, the evaluation of possible parental chromosomal rearrangements.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis with 15q11-q13 specific probes has proved to be a useful and sensitive method in the detection of deletions and cryptic translocations, and many laboratories even use FISH in the primary diagnosis of these two syndromes. Furthermore, in the detection of rare mosaicism of deletion 15q11-q13, FISH analysis can be considered the method of choice. In this study, it was used in specific cases to confirm the presence or absence of a suspected deletion and to exclude a cryptic structural chromosome translocation or inversion, but DNA methylation analysis was found the most useful primary method of diagnosis.

The DNA methylation test has become the method of choice in the primary diagnosis of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes because it detects all cases with a deletion, uniparental disomy or imprinting defects, although additional studies are needed to distinguish between these aetiologies. In this study, of the three probes that detect DNA sequences with different maternal and paternal methylation patterns, the probes KB17 (SNRPN) and PW71B (D15S63) showed abnormal methylation imprinting for all types of deletions, while the small deletions (types III and IV) could not be detected by using the probe DN34 (ZNF127). Furthermore, the analysis of DN34 methylation bands required a comparison of the dosages of the different bands within the sample rather than a simple observation of the absence or presence of either maternal or paternal bands. The probe DN34 proved to be least consistent in a diagnostic assessment. All the three probes proved reliable in the detection of cases with uniparental disomies and imprinting defects.

The DNA methylation test with the probe KB17 provided the most reliable means of diagnosing the PWS and AS. It turned out to be sensitive and specific for the detection of both syndromes, it gave easily detectable signals, and it identified all deletions, UPD and ID cases. Furthermore, it is the only probe that can be used in prenatal diagnosis (Kubota et al. 1996b, Slater et al. 1997, Glenn et al. 2000). The probe KB17 did not reveal diagnostically confusing rare deletion polymorphisms, as has been done by the probe PW71B (Buiting et al. 1999), and it did not yield the kind of false positive findings that were observed in one atypical patient (PAS1) in this study, who was studied for early
hypotonia and suspected PWS. The DNA methylation test with PW71B, however, showed a missing maternal contribution suggestive of AS, but a small deletion encompassing the loci from D15S13 to D15S63 outside the region critical for AS was found. The deletion was also present in the patient’s healthy mother. The results of the KB17 methylation test were normal, as was also the subsequent development of the child.

To distinguish between the different aetiologies in patients with abnormal methylation patterns, Southern blot hybridization with the hN4HS cDNA probe was used to detect deletions. In addition the SNRPN locus (15q12), it also detected DNA sequences from chromosome 6, which was used as an internal control in quantitative analysis, making the use of another control probe unnecessary. In the diagnostic setup, reference samples from both healthy individuals and deletion patients were used. The test proved to be simple and reliable, and no parental samples were needed.

In the non-deletion cases, DNA marker polymorphism study of the family was needed to identify either uniparental disomy or the presence of an imprinting defect. At the beginning of this study, only RFLP markers within the chromosome region 15q11-q13 were available. Of the nine early UPD cases, RFLP analysis detected six, in three of which only the six-allelic D15S24 locus was informative. Later, the use of highly informative microsatellite markers of chromosome 15 allowed both the detection of all uniparental disomy cases and the assessment of the origin of UPD in them. In the non-UPD cases, it also revealed the biparental inheritance of chromosome 15, which, in these patients, suggested the presence of an imprinting defect. For diagnostic purposes, five different 15q11-q13 specific microsatellite markers (D15S542, D15S11, D15S128, D15S122 and GABRB3) were selected and used simultaneously. In the case of suspected imprinting defects, further DNA methylation analysis with the PW71B and/or DN34 probes was found useful to confirm the presence of an imprinting defect. Deletion analysis of the imprinting centre was performed by using a quantitative Southern blot method with a battery of probes from the IC. The analysis of the IC deletion was done in collaboration with the laboratory of the Institute of Human Genetics, Universitätsklinikum Essen, Germany, which had long-term experience of research in this field.

In the Angelman cases where the DNA methylation test was normal, conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis and sequencing were found practical in the detection of UBE3A mutations. It was assumed that, by using modified conditions, the vast majority of mutations could be detected. In this study, sequencing was used to characterize the observed abnormal CSGE products, but it was not applied to the four patients with normal CSGE findings.

In UBE3A analysis, as is the situation with many other genetic diseases, the observed changes could not necessarily be directly interpreted as causal defects of Angelman syndrome. In order to rule out harmless polymorphisms, a control series was needed to check whether any of the observed point mutations could be found in healthy individuals. The observed changes also had to be interpreted in terms of their abnormal effect on protein function, and the literature had to be searched for similar changes to facilitate interpretation. Especially the presence of the mutation in the father, which was the case in patient AS5, was suggestive of polymorphism.

In Prader-Willi syndrome the diagnoses of practically all patients have been confirmed by modern laboratory methods: in the few cases where the methylation test was negative, chromosome analysis has shown the presence of translocation of chromosome 15. As
regards Angelman syndrome, however, clinically typical AS patients have been reported - four patients in the present study - where the aetiology of the syndrome has remained unsettled. Further studies will be needed to show whether mutations in the non-coding region of \textit{UBE3A} or mutations in some other genes of 15q11-q13 or involving the ubiquitin pathway could lead to this syndrome.

The diagnoses of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes require close cooperation between clinicians and laboratories, both for the interpretation of unexpected findings in some instances and for the analysis of the parents to detect the possible hereditary forms or an increased risk of recurrence in the family. Analysis of the parental molecular status was found useful in almost all instances in the present study.
7 Concluding remarks

The major observations and conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. In a Finnish series of Prader-Willi and Angelman patients, the different types of aetiologic genetic defects were found in approximately the same proportions as reported elsewhere. Deletions accounted for 76% of PWS and 67% of AS patients, uniparental disomies for 21% of PWS and 2% of AS patients and imprinting defects for 3% of PWS and for 11% of AS patients, and in Angelman syndrome, \textit{UBE3A} mutations accounted for 11% of patients. In a minority of AS patients, the aetiology could not be established.

2. All Prader-Willi and most Angelman cases – including all non-IC-deletion imprinting defects and most \textit{UBE3A} mutation cases – were caused by new mutations and did not carry an increased recurrence risk in the families. The rare inherited cases in this series appeared either familial (IC deletion in one AS family and del(15)(q11q13) in another AS family) or sporadic (\textit{UBE3A} mutation in one AS family). Interestingly, in a rare case of recurring deletion in Angelman syndrome, the defect was inherited through maternal germ line mosaicism. Although rare, possible inheritance of the syndromes needs to be taken into consideration in genetic counselling.

3. The deletion was paternally derived in Prader-Willi patients and maternally derived in Angelman patients. Although 88% of PWS and all AS deletions were large deletions (type I or II), smaller deletions were also found (type III and IV). In this series, the smallest overlap of the deletion was from locus D15S13 to locus D15S10, being proximal to the GABA receptor genes, for PWS, and from locus D15S128 to locus D15S12, being distal to the D15S63 locus, for AS. The size of the deletion did not seem to have practical clinical consequences. The presence of smaller deletions helped both to define the critical region for these syndromes and to develop diagnostic probes for the detection of deletions.
4. Uniparental disomy of chromosome 15, maternal in PWS and paternal in AS, was much more frequent in Prader-Willi syndrome than in Angelman syndrome, in concordance to other studies. In Prader-Willi syndrome, UPD was mostly due to maternal meiotic non-disjunction, followed by trisomic rescue of the zygote, and it was associated with advanced maternal age (mean age 34.6 years). Most of the maternal UPD cases were heterodisomic (error in the first meiotic segregation), although parts of the chromosome 15 were isodisomic in some cases. In Angelman syndrome, a rare error in the paternal second meiotic segregation was detected as a cause of UPD in one patient.

5. Most of the imprinting defects detected here were non-IC-deletion cases (two PWS and three AS patients), which were thought to be due to a de novo imprinting switch failure during gametogenesis or fertilization. In these and other non-IC deletion patients, the maternally imprinted maternal chromosome region was inherited from the paternal grandmother in Prader-Willi syndrome. In Angelman syndrome, the paternally imprinted maternal chromosome region was inherited from either the maternal grandfather or the maternal grandmother. These observations suggest that a paternal imprint developed either in the maternal germ line or postzygotically, and that the paternal imprint may be the default imprint. In one sib pair with Angelman syndrome, a microdeletion of the imprinting centre was found. IC deletions were shown to occur in multiple unaffected members and to be passed silently through males across several generations. The smallest overlap of imprinting centre deletions in Angelman syndrome was defined to be 1.15 kb.

6. UBE3A mutations were confirmed to represent an important aetiologic group in AS and need to be searched for in patients with normal DNA methylation tests. The mutations 1930delAG and 3093delAAGA detected here have been described concurrently in four cases, suggesting that these sites may be prone to deletions in the UBE3A gene. Also, two novel disease-causing missense mutations (902A→C and 975T→C) were found. Most of the mutations detected here, as also described elsewhere, are clustered to exon 9, which is the largest exon. Because most of the UBE3A mutations have been unique, the possibility of polymorphisms must be taken into consideration in the interpretation of the molecular changes. For diagnostic purposes, CSGE turned out to be a relatively simple, inexpensive and fast mutation screening method, which allowed more frequent use of intron primers than SSCP, making it easier to avoid processing of the UBE3AP2 pseudogene.

7. The genetic diagnoses of the Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes may be complicated and require molecular analyses at several levels. Although laborious, testing of the parents – and sometimes even other relatives – is necessary both for diagnosis and for the determination of the possible mechanism of inheritance. As the primary diagnostic test of both syndromes, the DNA methylation test proved to be the method of choice. On the basis of its results, further examinations could be designed. In practice, all Prader-Willi patients could be diagnosed by the available molecular methods, while a group of Angelman syndrome patients without an identifiable molecular defect was found. These patients might have a mutation in another gene, e.g. the gene affecting the ubiquitin pathway, and further research is required to resolve the genetic aetiology of these patients.
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